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We are currently in an era of precision cosmology. Study of the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) has been central to our understanding of the universe ever since its discovery in 1965. Recent results from the Planck satellite
have provided the best constraints on the 6-parameter ΛCDM model, the “standard model” of cosmology. In order to improve these constraints we must further the development of the technologies used to measure the CMB as well as
our understanding of their associated systematics.
The Atacama Cosmology Telescope Polarimeter (ACTPol) and its successor
instrument, known as Advanced ACTPol (AdvACT), are polarization sensitive upgrades to the Atacama Cosmology Telescope (ACT). ACT is an off-axis
Gregorian telescope with a 6m primary reflector and a 2m secondary reflector. The ACTPol and AdvACT instruments utilize kilo-pixel scale arrays of
superconducting transition edge sensor (TES) bolometers to measure the CMB
anisotropies at frequencies ranging from 27-220 GHz. The increased spectral
coverage of AdvACT will enable a wide range of CMB science, such as improving constraints on dark energy, the sum of the neutrino masses, and the existence of primordial gravitational waves. Precise polarization calibration can
also enable improved constraints on cosmic polarization rotation.
In this thesis we present an overview of the AdvACT instrument before detailing the development of the AdvACT TES device geometries, which are tuned

specifically for each of AdvACT’s five frequency bands (27, 39, 90, 150, and 220
GHz). Each detector couples to a single linear polarization. The angle of this
coupling projected onto the sky is a critical calibration step in making maps
of the CMB polarization. Any offset in this calibration angle can introduce a
spurious B-mode polarization signal, resulting in non-zero EB and TB crosscorrelation power spectra.
ACTPol uses a unique optical modeling based approach to this calibration.
We present this procedure, as well as a method for directly measuring the relative angles of the detectors by use of a rapidly rotating polarizer. We also present
maps of the polarized source Tau A, from the first three seasons of ACTPol at 90
and 150 GHz and discuss how these maps are affected by the polarization calibration. Finally, we discuss the telescope control, computer systems, and remote
observations team which keep the telescope running, and briefly conclude with
a summary that motivates improving calibration techniques for future CMB experiments.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Modern cosmology is based upon the Cosmological Principle, which can be
formally stated as,
Viewed on a sufficiently large scale, the properties of the Universe
are the same for all observers [58].

Put another way, we say that the Universe is both homogeneous and isotropic,
that is, it is the same in all locations (homogeneous) and in all directions
(isotropic). This leads one to the conclusion that there is not anything special
about our place in the Universe. While the idea dates back at least to Copernicus, it was an interpretation from Hubble that pushed us into today’s era of
modern cosmology.
In 1923 Hubble made observations of the apparent luminosity of Cepheids
in the Andromeda Nebula. Using this information he calculated the distance to
this and other nebulae. Combining this distance information with observations
made the previous decade by Vesto Melvin Silpher of the redshifted spectral
lines of these nebulae led Hubble, in 1929, to the conclusion that the recessional
velocity of galaxies, that is their redshifts, increases with distance from us [101,
46]. This became known as Hubble’s Law.
Hubble’s law is consistent with an expanding universe. Extrapolating backwards would imply that at some point, these galaxies, which we measure to be
moving away from each other, must have been closer together. A fluid, generally, is heated when compressed. If we think backwards in time, reversing the

1

expansion, compressing the matter in the universe, we realize the early universe
must have been hotter and denser than at present.
In fact, looking back far enough we expect to find the Universe to be so
hot that electrons do not stay bound to protons. At this point, when the Universe was less than 380,000 years old, we find a hot dense plasma of electrons,
positrons, neutrinos, and photons (along with a small number of protons and
neutrons). Photons would not travel far before scattering off of a free electron
via Thompson scattering. This kept the radiation in thermal equilibrium with
the hot dense matter.
As the Universe expands this hot matter cooled and became less dense.
Eventually it cooled enough (to ∼3000 K) that the electrons and protons could
form neutral hydrogen. From this point, the photons no longer scattered off of
free electrons (as they were bound to protons), and so they began free streaming.
These photons have a characteristic black-body spectrum. Due to the expansion
of the universe the effective temperature of these photons decreases to the ∼3 K
that we see today. This 3 K radiation is known as the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) Radiation.

1.1

The Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation

In the 1940’s Gamow and his colleagues first recognized that this background
black-body radiation should exist [33, 6, 34]. And in 1950, Alpher and Herman
estimated the present day temperature [7]. But it was not until 1965 that Arno
Penzias and Robert Wilson accidentally discovered this background radiation
while working on ultra-sensitive cryogenic microwave receivers for Bell Labs
2

[82]. This discovery would earn Penzias and Wilson the Nobel prize in 1978.
The discovery of the CMB, and further study of it, has provided some of the
best evidence for the Big Bang theory for the start of our Universe.
Over the past 53 years observations of the CMB have improved drastically.
The black-body nature of this background radiation was first measured from
the ground, but making this measurement from the ground proved difficult, often showing an excess over the expected black-body spectrum. The need to go
to space became apparent. The Cosmic Background Explorer (COBE) first measured the black body spectrum of the CMB from space. Launched in November
1989, COBE reported the observed black-body spectrum a mere two months
later, in January 1990 [101].
Since these initial measurements from COBE other satellites, such as WMAP
and Planck, have measured the CMB with increasing precision. Additionally,
ground based experiments, such as ACT and SPT, have mapped regions of
the sky with higher resolution. From these maps we have found and studied
galaxy clusters, through the thermal Sunyaev-Zel’dovich effect, and improved
constraints on the Lambda CDM model for the early universe. Recently the capabilities of these high resolution ground based experiments has been expanded
to include the ability to measure the polarization of the CMB. An example of the
latest maps from ACTPol is shown in Figure 1.1.

1.1.1

CMB Polarization

The CMB is linearly polarized due to Compton scattering at the time of decoupling. Towards the end of recombination a quadrupole anisotropy can form

3

Figure 1.1: Maps of the CMB in temperature and polarization. The top
panel is an exposure map. The panels below are the temperature, Q, U, E, and B polarizations. The maps are in equatorial
coordinates, with the horizontal vertical axes in RA and Dec,
respectively. Figure from [71].
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from the diffusion of photons from hot and cold regions of space, resulting in
a net polarization of the photons. This only occurs on small scales, as photons
from further away hot and cold regions do not have time to meet before recombination completes. This means there will be a sharp drop off at large scales in
the polarization power spectrum. At these large scales we find a peak in the
power spectrum due to scattering during reionization. By measuring the polarization of the CMB we can learn more about the early universe than by just
measuring the temperature alone [14].
In order to discuss the polarization of the CMB we must define some common terms used to describe the state of the polarization, namely the Stokes parameters. We introduce this by following along with Born and Wolf [12]. Start
by considering a time-harmonic plane wave, with each Cartesian component of
E and H of the form,
a cos(τ + δ) = Re{ae−i(τ +δ) },

(1.1)

where the amplitude, a > 0. The varying part of the phase is represented by τ ,
in general,
τ = ωt − k · r,

(1.2)

where k is the wave vector and r is the position vector. We choose the z-axis be
along the direction of propagation, often denoted s. We then consider the x and
y components of E,
Ex = a1 cos(τ + δ1 )

(1.3)

Ey = a2 cos(τ + δ2 ).

(1.4)

These equations can be rearranged in a more convenient form which describes
the polarization ellipse,
 2  2
Ex
Ey
Ex Ey
+
−2
cos δ = sin2 δ,
a1
a2
a1 a2
5

(1.5)

where
δ = δ2 − δ1 .

(1.6)

Since we expect the CMB to be linearly polarized we focus just on the special
cases in which the polarization is said to be linear, namely if Ex or Ey is 0, or if,
δ = mπ

(m = 0, ±1, ±2, . . .).

(1.7)

We can parameterize the polarization state of a wave by the amplitudes, a1 and
a2 , and the phase difference, δ using the Stokes parameters,
s0 = a21 + a22 ,

(1.8)

s1 = a21 − a22 ,

(1.9)

s2 = 2a1 a2 cos δ,

(1.10)

s3 = 2a1 a2 sin δ.

(1.11)

While most reference texts use a variant of s0 , s1 , s2 , s3 to describe the Stokes
parameters, it is common in the field to see the Stokes vector written with parameters I, Q, U , V ,
   
s 0   I 
   
s 1   Q 
  
~=
S
  =  ,
   
s 2   U 
   
s3
V

(1.12)

a convention which we will follow throughout the remainder of this work. The
Stokes parameters are related by the identity,
I 2 = Q2 + U 2 + V 2 .

(1.13)

These parameters can be physically interpreted as the intensity, I, amount of
linear polarization, Q and U , and amount of circular polarization V . The polar6

ization angle, φ, of incoming polarized light is given by,
1
φ = tan−1
2

 
U
.
Q

(1.14)

The fraction of linear polarization, L, is given by,
L=

p
Q2 + U 2 .

(1.15)

E and B Decomposition

The Stokes Q and U polarizations in the context of the CMB are typically decomposed into what are called E-mode and B-mode polarizations. This decomposition is a linear transformation of the Stokes Q-U field on the sky, the details of
which have been written about thoroughly [107, 53, 108, 45, 106, 93]. Scalar perturbations (i.e. density fluctuations in the early universe) give rise to E mode
polarization, while tensor perturbations (i.e. primordial gravitational waves)
generate B mode polarization. These terms, E-mode and B-mode polarization,
are a naming convention which arises from an analogy to the curl free and divergence free proprieties of electric and magnetic fields. A cartoon of these distinct
polarization is shown in Figure 1.2.
The first detection of E-mode polarization was made using DASI [63]. This
E-mode signature is about an order of magnitude smaller than the temperature
signal. Primordial scalar perturbations can only generate E-modes, while primordial tensor perturbations can generate both E-modes, B-modes, and temperature anisotropies [52]. However, this is not the only source of B-modes; they
can also be generated after decoupling. Gravitational lensing of E-mode polarization can mix E-modes into B-modes, causing a B-mode signature at large
scales.
7

Figure 1.2: Diagram of E-mode and B-mode polarization.

The first detection of these lensing B-modes was made in 2013 by the South
Pole Telescope (SPT), through combination with estimates for the lensing potential from the Herschel Space Observatory SPIRE instrument, which measures
the Cosmic Infrared Background (CIB) [38]. The first direct detection was reported by the Polarbear Collaboration shortly after in 2014 [86]. If measured
with high enough precision, this lensing information could be used to “de-lens”
the B-mode power spectrum, to go after a measurement of the other cause of
B-modes, primordial gravitational waves, the signature of inflation [75].
CMB temperature and polarization maps, like those shown in Figure 1.1, can
X
be expanded in the spherical harmonics Ylm
. The covariances of the correspond-
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Figure 1.3: TT, TE, and EE cross correlation power spectra from [71].

ing expansion coefficients aX
lm form the angular power spectra,
X
ClXX δll0 δmm0 = haX∗
(lm) a(l0 m0 ) i,

(1.16)

where XX can be any combination of T , E, or B (T T , EE, BB, T E, T B, EB)
[53, 72, 54]. A comparison of the latest TT, TE, and EE power spectra from
ACTPol and Planck are shown in Figure 1.3.
The amplitude of the B-mode signal is encoded in the tensor-to-scalar ratio,
r. The measure of this amplitude, whether directly or after de-lensing, would directly measure the expansion rate of the Universe during inflation [2]. Currently
9

Figure 1.4: BB autocorrelation spectra from ACTPol and other projects.
The solid line is the Planck best fit ΛCDM model. Figure from
[71].

the best constraints on r come from a combination of data from BICEP/KECK
and Planck and yield a limit of r0.02 < 0.064 at 95% confidence, where the subscript on r is the pivot scale for the spectral index of the power spectrum in units
of Mpc−1 [85]. The latest BB power spectra from ACTPol plotted with data from
POLARBEAR, SPTpol, and BICEP2/Keck is shown in Figure 1.4.
Measurement of r requires careful polarization calibration and consideration
of foregrounds. A miscalibration of the detector angles generates a spurious
r signal. A rotation of 0.5◦ can generate a signal of 0.002 [3]. Foregrounds,
such as polarized dust in our galaxy, can also cause a spurious r signal. Other
generators of false B-mode power include instrument polarization, which we
will discuss in Chapter 3, and cosmic polarization rotation.
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1.2

1.2.1

Cosmic Polarization Rotation

A History of Cosmic Polarization Rotation

Cosmic polarization rotation (CPR), also referred to as ‘cosmological birefringence’, is the rotation of linearly polarized light as it traverses empty space at
cosmological scales [72, 15]. The search for a non-zero CPR is a test for CPTviolating physics and has been probed across the electromagnetic spectrum
with observations of polarized radio and UV emission from galaxies, polarized
gamma ray bursts and the cosmic microwave background (CMB) polarization
signal [15, 67, 99, 36, 60].
The theory behind CPR has its origin in a counter example to Schiff’s conjecture that any theory of gravity that obeys the weak equivalence principle (WEP)
must also obey the Einstein equivalence principle (EEP). This counter was developed by Wei-Tou Ni in 1973 and coupled electromagnetism and gravity and
resulted in a modified electromagnetic theory with a differing dispersion relation for right and left circularly polarized waves. This theory obeys the WEP,
but violates parity and time-reversal invariance [1].
It was not until 1990 that this theory was used to put upper limits on these
Lorentz invariance and parity violating modifications to electrodynamics by
Carroll, Field and Jackiw [16]. Carroll et al. presents the theory as a modification
to the electromagnetic Maxwell Lagrangian by the addition of a Chern-Simons
term which ultimately violates Lorentz-invariance and CPT-symmetry. To place
these upper limits they compiled polarization measurements from 160 different
radio galaxies. They compared these polarization measurements to models for
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the polarized synchrotron radiation emission angle. These models predict an
emission parallel or sometimes perpendicular to the extended radio galaxies.
Since this first upper limit was placed there have been searches for a nonzero CPR across many wavelengths, using radio galaxies, UV emission from
distant radio galaxies, hard X-rays, gamma ray bursts, and CMB polarization
observations. CMB polarization observations now put the tightest constraints
on CPR. And while the most popular models for CPR are wavelength independent, allowing the subtraction of other effects such as Faraday rotation (which
goes as λ2 ), some models include an energy dependence, making observations
of high energy sources such as GRBs an important tool for testing alternative
CPR models.

1.2.2

A Modification to Electrodynamics

We start with the standard electromagnetic Maxwell Lagrangian in Equation
(1.17),
1
LEM = − Fαβ F αβ ,
4

(1.17)

where F αβ is the electromagnetic field-strength tensor, F αβ = ∂ α Aβ − ∂ β Aα , and
Aα is the electromagnetic four-vector potential. To this, following Carroll and
Field, we add the Chern-Simons term,
1
LCS = − pα Aβ F̃ αβ ,
2

(1.18)

where F̃ αβ is the dual field-strength tensor, F̃ αβ = 12 αβµν Fµν , and pα is a coupling four-vector [16]. This results in the Lagrangian given here in Equation
(1.19),
1
1
L = − Fαβ F αβ − pα Aβ F̃ αβ ,
4
2
12

(1.19)

It is this coupling term, pα , which violates rotational invariance and invariance under a Lorentz boost. Applying the gauge transformation Aν → Aν + ∂ν χ,
written as ∆Aν = ∂ν χ to follow the convention in Carroll et al., we obtain the
variation ∆LCS ,

1
∆LCS = F̃ βα (∂α pβ − ∂β pα ) .
4

(1.20)

In Minkowski space ∂α pβ = 0, making ∆LCS = 0, meaning it is gauge invariant. This implies a constant pα , which picks out a preferred direction in
space-time. The spacial component of pα violates rotational invariance, while
the time component of pα violates invariance under a Lorentz boost [16].
The effect of this additional Chern-Simons term in the Lagrangian is to modify the four-current,
J β → J β + pα F̃ αβ /4π.

(1.21)

This results in the following modified field equations,

∇ · E = 4πρ − p · B,

(1.22)

∇ · B = 0,

(1.23)

∂B
,
∂t
∂E
∇×B=
+ 4πJ − p0 B + p × E.
∂t
∇×E=−

(1.24)
(1.25)

These, of course, reduce to Maxwell’s equations when the coupling term, pα ,
is zero. Working from these modified field equations and following the usual
steps of taking the curl of Equations (1.24) and (1.25) and substituting in appro-
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priately while considering solutions of the form E = E0 ei(kr−ωt) , we obtain the
modified dispersion relation,

p2 sin2 θ
ω − k = ± (p0 k − ωp cos θ) 1 − 2
ω − k2
2



2

−1/2
.

(1.26)

Equation (1.26) describes both right-handed and left-handed circularly polarized waves with the + and −, respectively. θ corresponds to the angle between p, the spatial part of the coupling four-vector pα , and the wave vector
k.
The coupling four-vector, pα , is expected to be small, allowing us to Taylor
expand in powers of pα to first order,

k=ω∓

1
(p0 − p cos θ)
2

(1.27)

We know the CMB photons are linearly polarized, as they are produced by
Thompson scattering. We can express a linearly polarized wave as a linear combination of two circularly polarized waves, one left-circular polarized and one
right-circular polarized. In the most general form the left and right circularly
polarized components take the form,
Ex = Ex0 ei(kz−ωt+α) ,

(1.28)

Ey = Ey0 ei(kz−ωt+β) ,

(1.29)

where the sign of Ey would identify the wave as left-circular (+) or right-circular
(−) polarization as viewed looking at the incoming wave. The sum of these two
circularly polarized wave descriptions results in a linearly polarized wave.
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In our case, the dispersion relation, Equation (1.27), differs for the two circularly polarized waves, and as the wave propagates a distance L the phase
changes by φ = kL, causing the polarization vector to rotate by,

∆φ =

1
1
(φL − φR ) = − (p0 − p cos θ) L.
2
2

(1.30)

This angle, ∆φ, is what we want to measure, this is the cosmic polarization
rotation [16].

1.2.3

CPT Symmetry

The CPT theorem (also referred to in the literature as the TCP theorem) states
that “the combined operation of time reversal (T), charge conjugation (C), and
parity (P) (in any order) is an exact symmetry of any interaction.” CPT symmetry is often thought of in the context of particle physics, specifically in the test
that every particle should have an identical mass and lifetime as its antiparticle.
0

A well tested example is a comparison of the mass of the K 0 and K [35].
In the context of our modified Chern-Simons Lagrangian and its resulting
term pα , which couples to electromagnetic fields, it is the coupling which picks
out a preferred direction in spacetime and violates CPT symmetry [16]. A measurement of a non-zero cosmic polarization rotation would be the first measured
violation of CPT symmetry [54].
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1.2.4

Cosmological Constraints on CPT Symmetry

As described in Section 1.2.1, we can search for a non-zero CPR to test CPT Symmetry across the electromagnetic spectrum. In this section I focus on constraints
from CMB observations.
The best constraints on CPR today come from observations of the polarization of the cosmic microwave background (CMB). The CMB can be used to put
constraints on CPR through the cross-correlation power spectra. The distribution of inhomeogeneities in the CMB are required to be invariant under parity
T
E
B
and since Ylm
and Ylm
have parity (−1)l and Ylm
has parity (−1)l+1 we expect

ClT B = 0 and ClEB = 0 [53].
This expectation is useful in measuring the CPR angle, α. A non-zero CPR
would cause a mixing of E-modes into B-modes, resulting in non-zero EB and
TB cross-correlation power spectra [54]. The amount of mixing caused by a CPR
rotation, α, is given as [72, 43, 57],

0

Cl T E = cos (2α) ClT E ,
0

Cl EE = sin2 (2α) ClBB + cos2 (2α) ClEE ,

1
0
Cl EB = sin (4α) ClBB − ClEE ,
2
0

Cl T B = − sin (2α) ClT E ,
0

Cl BB = cos2 (2α) ClBB + sin2 (2α) ClEE .

(1.31)
(1.32)
(1.33)
(1.34)
(1.35)

Here the primes on the left side indicate the observed, rotated, power spectra. The non-primed terms give the original, unrotated, quantities. Looking at
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Figure 1.5: Demonstration of the effect of polarization rotation on the best
fit ΛCDM model power spectra from the Planck 2015 results
[84]. A polarization rotation is applied, ranging from −3◦ to 3◦ ,
blue to red, in increments of 0.5◦ .

Equations (1.33) and (1.34), we see that a non-zero EB and T B power spectrum
can result from a mixing of E into B modes.
Any miscalibration in the detector angles of an experiment is degenerate
with a non-zero CPR. As a result, current constraints on α are limited by the systematic error associated with calibrating the polarization angle of the detectors.
Current polarization techniques limit the angular resolution to roughly ±0.5◦
0

0

[55]. In addition, using the assumption that Cl T B and Cl EB = 0 to determine the
calibration angle eliminates the ability to measure a DC CPR.
Figure 1.5 shows the effect of cosmic polarization rotation (or an angle miscalibration) on the standard ΛCDM T B and EB power spectra as described by
Equations (1.31)-(1.35). This plot uses the best-fit ΛCDM model from the Planck
2015 results paper as the appropriate idealized C`XX from Equations (1.33) and
(1.34) [84]. The latest measured TB and EB power spectra from ACTPol are
shown in Figure 1.6, and have an offset angle consistent with zero [71].
17

Figure 1.6: The latest TB and EB cross correlation power spectra from
ACTPol. Figure from [71].

Constraints from Different CMB Experiments

To search for a non-zero CPR we must then measure the CMB temperature and
polarization power spectra. Table 1.1 summarizes constraints from many of the
CMB polarization experiments, both from the original teams who deployed the
instruments as well as from external data analysts.
Since detector angle calibration is degenerate with CPR constraints, improvements in the angular resolution with which we can calibrate detectors
decrease the systematic errors on constraints on α. For this reason we have
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Experiment/Dataset
WMAP + BOOMERANG
WMAP3 + BOOMERANG
WMAP5 + BOOMERANG
BOOMERANG
QUaD
WMAP7
BICEP1 - DSC
BICEP1 - Near Grid
BICEP1 - Far Grid
BICEP1 - As-Designed
POLARBEAR
BICEP2
ACTPol

Frequency (GHz)
α [deg]
Year
+4.0 +3.9
−6.2−4.0 −3.7
2006 [28]
−6.2 ± 4.0
2008 [103]
−2.6 ± 1.9
2008 [104]
143
−4.3 ± 4.1
2009 [54]
100 + 150
0.55 ± 0.82 ± 0.5
2009 [102]
41 + 61 + 94
−1.1 ± 1.4 ± 1.5 2010 [60, 54]
100 + 150
−2.77 ± 0.86 ± 1.3
2013 [56]
100 + 150
−1.91 ± 0.86
2013 [56]
100 + 150
−1.71 ± 0.86
2013 [56]
100 + 150
−1.27 ± 0.86
2013 [56]
150
−1.08 ± 0.20 ± 0.5 2014 [54, 94]
150
−1 ± 0.2
2014 [54, 4]
146
−0.2 ± 0.5
2014 [54, 76]

Table 1.1: Summary of constraints on CPR angle, α, by various CMB experiments. Uncertainties are listed with statistical followed by
systematic uncertainties when available. (Note the BICEP2 constraint is derived from a combination of the EB-nulling angle
and relative detector angle measurements, the systematic uncertainty is not reported.)

included constraints obtained from applying different calibration techniques in
the BICEP1 experiment, which has provided great detail about their calibration
methods [56]. Since angle calibration is the limiting factor in our ability to extract a CPR angle from CMB polarization data, a critical step in advancing these
constraints is improving our current calibration techniques.
There are several ways to calibrate detector angles. The wide range of
techniques provides value in the ability to cross-check the calibration between
techniques. One method for calibrating detector angles is referred to as “selfcalibration” or “EB-nulling”. Since we expect a zero EB cross correlation power
spectrum, we can take the global rotation angle which nulls the EB power spectrum signal as our calibration angle. This technique is attractive, it does not take
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time away from observing, requires no extra hardware, and is applicable to any
polarimeter, however, if there is a uniform, non-zero, CPR you lose that information [57]. It can also introduce additional rotation if there is unaccounted
for polarized foregrounds, such as polarized dust, which can make EB and T B
non-zero.
Other techniques include observing polarized sources, both man-made and
astrophysical. Observing a modulated source allows for the extraction of the angles for the detectors from the phase and amplitude of each detector’s response.
We can also calibrate to previous measurements by observing a well characterized astrophysical source. The best constraints from CMB experiments use a
combination of these techniques to cross-check their calibrations. Current limits on the best constraints come from uncertainties in the measurement of these
man-made and astrophysical sources. These constraints are from BICEP2 with
α ≈ −1 ± 0.2◦ statistical (systematic uncertainty yet to be published), POLARBEAR with α = −1.08◦ ± 0.20◦ statistical with a ±0.5◦ systematic and ACTPol
with α = −0.2 ± 0.5◦ systematic [54].
CMB observations currently provide the best constraints on CPR and will
likely continue to lead in this test of CPT violating physics on cosmological
scales. The best constraints are currently limited by the uncertainty in polarization calibration techniques. We discuss the ACTPol calibration Chapter 3
and recent observations of Tau A with ACTPol in Chapter 5. Other experiments
such as ALMA could improve the precision of the polarization measurements
on Tau A, reducing current systematic errors and improving these constraints.
Further improvements will come in the form of better detector angle calibration.
A measurement of a non-zero cosmic polarization rotation would be a
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ground breaking discovery, since it would violate the CPT Theorem. However,
current cosmological constraints on CPT violating CPR are consistent with zero.
Measurements of the CMB provide the tightest constraints and appear to hold
the most promise for improvement in the near future. Improvements in calibrating CMB detectors will continue to push these constraints lower and are a
strong motivation for improving calibration techniques like those discussed in
this thesis.

1.3

Overview

This thesis focuses on the polarization angle calibration for ACTPol and Advanced ACT, and includes an overview of the Advanced ACT upgrade as well
as details on various subsystems, including those required to remotely control
the telescope.
In Chapter 2 an overview of the AdvACT instrument is given. Details about
the iterative testing of prototype transition edge sensors to tune the detector
parameters are presented for each of the AdvACT frequency ranges.
In Chapter 3 the optical modeling of instrumental polarization generated by
the ACTPol optical chain is presented. This plays a critical role in the calibration
of the ACTPol and AdvACT CMB measurements. Each step of this calibration
process is discussed and the final calibration for each detector is shown, with
parameters available for reproducing the modeled polarization rotation for each
existing ACT array.
In Chapter 4 the design and use of several polarization grids is presented.
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These are used to cross check the modeling from Chapter 3 by measuring the
polarization rotation caused by the ACTPol optics.
In Chapter 5 maps of the polarized source, Tau A, are presented for the first
three seasons of ACTPol observations. The source is mapped in each detector
array independently, and the effect of removing the optical modeling component of the polarization calibration is observed.
In Chapter 6 the telescope computing systems and remote observation procedure are presented. The control systems that keep the telescope running comprise a complicated network of independent systems, which must be remotely
serviceable for fault resolution. Monitoring these systems and the data they
collect is critical to the ACT project.
In Chapter 7 we summarize with some concluding remarks and discuss this
work in the context of upcoming experiments.
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CHAPTER 2
ADVANCED ACTPOL INSTRUMENTATION

The Atacama Cosmology Telescope has been used for three generations of
observations over the years since it was built. Originally constructed in 2007,
the first ACT camera was upgraded to the Atacama Cosmology Telescope Polarimeter (ACTPol) in 2013. Then, in 2016 the upgrade to what is known as
Advanced ACTPol (AdvACT) began. Today, AdvACT is fully deployed and
observations have been underway for more than two full seasons.
In this chapter we discuss the AdvACT hardware. We start, in Section 2.1, by
reviewing the Atacama Cosmology Telescope Polarimeter and the components
within it. Next, in Section 2.1.1, we review the upgrade to AdvACT. In Sections
2.1.2 and 2.1.3 we briefly discuss the detector readout and observing strategy.
Section 2.2 focuses on the testing of prototype AdvACT detectors which informed the fabrication of the final detector arrays. We close with Section 2.3,
which provides an overview of the AdvACT near receiver baffle and its utility
in reducing background loading and protecting the fragile metamaterial halfwave plates and their associated electronics.

2.1

The Atacama Cosmology Telescope Polarimeter

The Atacama Cosmology Telescope (ACT), shown in Figure 2.1, is an off-axis
Gregorian telescope constructed in 2007 [30]. Originally designed to measure
the temperature of the CMB only, ACT observed with the Millimeter Bolometer
Array Camera (MBAC) [92] until it was upgraded with the Atacama Cosmology
Telescope Polarimeter (ACTPol) [95] camera in 2013. ACTPol is a polarization
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Figure 2.1: A photo of the Atacama Cosmology Telescope, courtesy of
Mark Devlin. The outer panels, over which the photo is taken,
form the 13 m tall ground screen. In the center of the ground
screen sits the telescope, with attached co-moving ground
screen. Part of the 6 m primary mirror is visible.

sensitive receiver upgrade to ACT, introducing polarization sensitivity to the
instrument with three kilo-pixel scale arrays. Two of these arrays (referred to
as PA1 and PA2, PA for ‘polarization array’) were designed for observation at
150 GHz [26]. The third, the first multichroic array of its kind, was designed to
observe at both 90 and 150 GHz simultaneously [20, 44].
The primary elements of the ACTPol optical chain are a 6 m primary mirror,
a 2 m secondary mirror and three optics tubes, each of which contains a set of
three silicon reimaging lenses. Silicon is used due to its high index of refraction.
However, without an anti-reflection coating, this would lead to a ∼30% loss due
to reflections at each vacuum/silicon interface. A metamaterial anti-reflection
coating is used to reduce these reflections to less than 1%. These coatings are
fabricated using a silicon dicing saw to remove silicon, leaving pillars, reducing
the effective index of refraction of each layer based on the amount of silicon removed [21, 18]. A schematic of a coating, along with its reflectance as a function
of frequency, is shown in Figure 2.2. Other elements include the receiver window, several band defining filters and a set of corrugated feedhorns per array.
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Figure 2.2: (Left): Isometric view of the anti-reflection coating used on the
single frequency ACTPol lenses. This example shows a twolayer coating, like those used on the ACTPol PA1 and PA2 optics. (Right): A comparison of measurements and simulations
of the reflectance as a function of frequency for the ACTPol
two-layer AR coating design. Figure from [95].

Figure 2.3 shows the optical chain with a simple ray trace for one optics tube.
All of these components, except for the primary and secondary mirrors, are
housed within a cryogenic receiver, pictured in Figure 2.4. The receiver, in addition to containing all of cold optical components, houses the He3/He4 dilution
refrigerator. The fridge is backed by a pulse tube cooler, specifically a PT407,
which assists in cooling the lower stages, close to the detector arrays. A single
PT410 is responsible for cooling the optics and associated structures at 40K and
4K. This allows for continuous operation of the detectors at 100 mK [95].
The final element before the detectors themselves is the corrugated feedhorns [89]. Each feedhorn couples to an orthomode transducer (OMT) which
separates incoming light into orthogonal polarizations. The angle of the two
OMT fins are defined by lithography in fabrication. This angle will form the first
input to the polarization calibration described in Chapter 3. The ACTPol detec-
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Figure 2.3: Single field ray trace of the ACTPol optics. This represents a
simple, single ray, trace of the ACTPol optical chain in CODE V.
A single field point on the sky is propagated first to the primary
reflector, then to the secondary reflector, and through three silicon reimaging optics to the detector focal plane. Figure from
[61].
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tors are fabricated on 75 mm diameter wafers which were etched into hexagonal and partial hexagonal shapes (referred to as “hexes” and “semi-hexes”) and
tiled in an array of three hexes and three semi-hexes each. A single “hex” wafer
is shown in Figure 2.4. The orthogonal antenna probes on each wafer are oriented at 0/90 degrees and 45/135 degrees, such that the full array of six wafers
has sets of detectors ranging from 0 to 180 degrees at 15 degree intervals. A fully
assembled array is shown in Figure 2.5.
Figure 2.4 also shows detailed photos of a single ACTPol pixel, including
the OMTs and TESes. The last detailed photo shows a single TES, with the detector in the center, surrounded by the lossy gold meander, in which the power
coupling to the OMTs is deposited as heat. This is what ultimately heats up the
TES, which we see as a change in resistance. The SiN legs serve two purposes,
one is to hold the Nb lines which bring the signals to and from the TES, and the
other is to provide a weak thermal coupling to the 100 mK bath.

2.1.1

The Advanced ACTPol Upgrade

ACTPol was innovative with many of the hardware upgrades. The continually operating dilution fridge lowered the bath temperature when compared to
other fridge technologies used in the field and allowed for 24 hour a day observations. The third array, PA3, was the first multichroic TES detector array of its
kind, setting the stage for what would become the norm on future experiments,
including the next set of upgrades on ACT.
Beginning in 2016, ACTPol began to be upgraded to what is known as Advanced ACTPol. The upgrade replaces each array in ACTPol with a new ar-
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Figure 2.4: ACTPol optics and detector components. (Top Left): A CAD
model of the ACTPol receiver. The length is 1.5m. The PA3 optics tube and the outer shell have been removed to show more
of the internal components. (Top Right): A ray trace of the three
optics tubes. The top optical path is the PA3 optics tube, while
the bottom one is the PA1 optics tube. PA2 components are located behind the PA1 optics tube in this view. (Bottom): A single 148 GHz ACTPol detector ‘hex’ wafer containing 127 pixels
and 254 TESes. Each array contains three of these wafers, along
with three ‘semi-hex’ wafers. Each zoom in shows the consistent components, and is described in the text. All figures from
[95].
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Figure 2.5: The fully assembled ACTPol PA2 array. This photo is taken
from the back side of the array, with the feedhorn apertures
pointed down at the table. The three hex and three semihex wafers make up the focal plane, with wafer clamping and
heatsinking holding the wafers in place and providing a conduction path to cool the detector wafers. The cold readout components are connected via flexible circuitry, and are housed on
PCBs that stand vertically behind the array. Figure from [95].

ray, fabricated on a single 150 mm wafer [24]. AdvACT expands the frequency
range covered by ACTPol, from 90 and 150 GHz to cover 27, 39, 90, 150, and
230 GHz. This is achieved across four separate arrays, all multi-chroic, like the
90/150 GHz array from ACTPol. These are divided into the high-frequency
(HF) array, observing at 150 GHz and 230 GHz [105, 90, 59], two mid-frequency
(MF) arrays, observing at 90 and 150 GHz [17], and a low-frequency (LF) array,
observing at 27 and 39 GHz [91].
Single frequency observations of the CMB are limited by foregrounds such
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as synchrotron, spinning dust emission, galactic dust, and dusty star forming
galaxies. AdvACT’s high and low frequency coverage allows for the removal
of these foregrounds, with the low frequency coverage aiding in the removal of
synchrotron and spinning dust emission. The wide frequency coverage (27-230
GHz) and fine angular resolution (1.40 at 150 GHz) of AdvACT will enable a
wide range of science such as improving constraints on dark energy, the sum of
the neutrino masses, and the existence of primordial gravitational waves [39].
The AdvACT deployment is, much like ACTPol was, a staged process, integrating a new array after a thorough development and testing process. This process begins with the fabrication of prototype transition edge sensors and single
pixels. These prototypes are then tested in the lab to measure their properties,
such as their critical temperature, thermal conductivity, saturation power, and
more. Feedback based on the results of this testing is provided to the fabrication team, physical parameters in the detectors are adjusted and the final array
is fabricated. The detector arrays are fabricated on monolithic 150mm wafers,
allowing for higher pixel packing density than the tiled focal planes of ACTPol.
The detector array is assembled with its readout electronics connected to the
detectors via superconducting flexible circuitry [79] into an array package and
installed into the ACTPol receiver [51]. A photo of the AdvACT HF array is
shown on the right of Figure 2.6.
Each polarization array has been given sequential numbers and is usually
referred to, in the case of say the first array, as either pa1 or ar1, or “polarization
array 1” or “array 1”. This nomenclature will be used throughout. ACTPol
deployed arrays 1-3, while AdvACT has so far deployed arrays 4-6.
The deployment of AdvACT began in 2016 with the installation of the HF
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Figure 2.6: (Left): An AdvACT MF array detector wafer. Photo courtesy
of the NIST Quantum Sensors group. (Right): The assembled
AdvACT HF array as viewed from the backside.

array (pa4), which replaced the first ACTPol array (pa1). In 2017, the remaining
ACTPol arrays were replaced by the two AdvACT MF arrays. The LF array is
complete, but not on the sky. It will replace one of the MF arrays when deployed
in early 2019.
In addition to new detector arrays, for AdvACT we have been developing
a set of three rapidly rotating half-wave plates (HWPs). These rotate at ∼2 Hz,
modulating the incoming polarization at ∼8 Hz. This should allow for reduction of low frequency atmospheric noise, and has been demonstrated to work
on the Atacama B-mode Search (ABS) using a sapphire HWP, which suppressed
atmospheric noise by a factor of more than 500 with less than 0.1% leakage from
intensity to polarization [66, 65]. The AdvACT HWPs are ambient temperature
metamaterial silicon HWPs. These are constructed from several layers of silicon wafers that have machined grooves. When stacked together these wafers
behave as an achromatic, birefringent material, which should have lower loss
then a sapphire HWP, as they are approximately twice as birefringent [39]. We
discuss HWP loss in more detail in Section 2.3.1. A photo of all three silicon
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Figure 2.7: All three silicon metamaterial HWPs deployed on AdvACT.
The HWPs sit on an air bearing and are spun by nearby motors at ∼2 Hz. The angular position of each HWP is readout by
an optical encoder. Photo courtesy of Felipe Carrero.

HWPs deployed on AdvACT is shown in Figure 2.7.
As of this writing the three HWPs are not deployed on AdvACT. They were
deployed for a two week test period in October of 2017. This should provide
enough data to make maps of relatively small areas of equivalent depth to those
made from the first season of ACTPol. This small data set will allow us to study
potential systematics introduced by the HWPs before collecting entire seasons
of data with them deployed.
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2.1.2

Readout

Given the large number of detectors in the ACTPol and AdvACT focal planes,
it becomes impracticable to run wires individually to each detector from room
temperature. This alone would cause the focal plane to not reach base temperature. To reduce the number of wires required to read out the entire array we use
a type of multiplexing called time division multiplexing (TDM). This enables
the readout of many more detectors than there are readout lines. This is enabled
by the use of the multichannel electronics (MCE) provided by the University of
British Colombia (UBC) [10, 9].
The TDM architecture for ACTPol uses DC superconducting quantum interference devices (SQUIDs) as amplifiers. The detector readout architecture is
configured, for the HF array, into 32 columns of 64 rows each. Each TES in the
array has its own stage one SQUID (SQ1), providing the first stage of amplification. Each column is readout by a unique SQUID series array at 1K, which
provides a second level of amplification. Each row has an associated flux activated switch (FAS), which can be flux-biased to be in a normal state. This is
done for a single row at a time, while the remaining rows are left superconducting. The normal FAS enables readout of the associated row. This switching
is done at 7.8 kHz, though downsampled in the timestreams to 300 − 400 Hz
[40]. This architecture varies among the AdvACT arrays when it comes to the
number of rows in the array. Since the HF detectors are smallest, more can be fit
onto a single 150 mm wafer, such that the HF array has the highest multiplexing
factor. For the remainder of this section we focus on the readout in the context
of the LF array.
The LF array has a much smaller number of TESes than AdvACT’s HF and
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MF arrays but is read out using the same TDM scheme [39, 40, 19, 17]. Each
TES in the LF array is voltage-biased and multiplexed through the warm MultiChannel Electronics (MCE) using a SQUID-based TDM architecture developed
at NIST/Boulder [10, 11]. Containing fewer pixels, the LF cold electronics is a
simplified adaptation of the HF and MF designs, using the same PCB used in the
HF and MF arrays. The LF array has a multiplexing (MUX) factor, or number of
detectors per readout channel, of 26:1, whereas HF and MF have MUX factors
of 64:1 and 55:1, respectively. The cold readout electronics are similar otherwise
to the electronics described in [39, 40].
The LF array readout wiring has been designed such that TESes from polarization pairs at one optical frequency are read out on the same column and thus
the same 1 K SQUID series array and 300 K warm amplifier. Unlike in the MF
and HF arrays, each column in the LF array has its own dedicated TES bias line
and dark TESes are wired to their own column. This is an improvement over
the MF and HF readout because each detector type (27 GHz, 39 GHz, and dark),
which will have different optimal bias powers, can be independently biased.
Deliberate shorts on some unused shunt inputs have also been implemented,
providing Johnson noise channels for independently probing detector bias line
noise.

2.1.3

Advanced ACTPol Observing Strategy

In addition to the extensive hardware upgrades outlined above the deployment
of AdvACT was accompanied by a new observation strategy. The ACTPol observing strategy, largely driven by its small angular scale science goals, focused
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on performing deep measurements of several 70 deg2 patches of the sky. These
fields were referred to as deep1, deep2, deep5, and deep6 (typically shortened
to D1, D2, D5, and D6). As the observing campaign continued this was expanded to observing larger areas which included these small patches. These
large patches were called deep56 (a combination of deep5 and deep6), and
BOSS-North (a combination of deep1 and deep2 which overlapped with the
BOSS northern observing area in addition to overlapping with KiDS and HSC).
Deep56 covered 500 sq. deg. and BOSS-N covered 2000 sq. deg. In the final season with ACTPol fully deployed two additional fields, deep8 and deep9, were
added, which were 190 sq. deg. and 700 sq. deg., respectively. The footprint of
these fields on the sky is shown on the top of Figure 2.8 [22].
The AdvACT observing strategy expands the ACTPol sky area to cover approximately half the sky. The strategy is separated into nighttime and daytime
strategies. The nighttime strategies are named ‘wide 01h n’, ‘wide 01h s’, and
‘wide 12h n’. The ‘01h’ and ‘12h’ refer to the center right ascension of each field,
while the ‘n’ and ‘s’ refer to the declination of the field. These fields cover areas
of ∼5700 sq. deg., ∼5000 sq. deg., and ∼3400 sq. deg., respectively. All fields are
observed both while they are rising and setting, which allows for cross-linking
in the maps. They are also observed at several different fixed elevations. Twelve
different observing strategies are made, four for each elevation, which are then
rotated sequentially over every twelve night period throughout the season. Effort is made to optimize for uniformity and cross-linking of each field [22].
The daytime fields, ‘day 02h s’ and ‘day 14h n’, cover ∼1700 sq. deg. and
∼870 sq. deg. each, respectively. These fields will be used for measurements of
the CMB B-mode polarization, as the larger angular scales required for this mea-
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Figure 2.8: (Top): The ACTPol observing coverage. The small patches, D1,
D2, D5, and D6 are the original ACTPol fields. These were
eventually expanded into the D56 and BOSS-N fields, and D8
and D9 were added as lower priority targets. (Bottom): The
AdvACT observing coverage. The observing area was drastically increased for AdvACT, covering nearly half the sky. Red
boxes indicate night time fields, while white boxes indicate day
time fields. Plots from [22].
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surement should be less effected by the diurnal distortion of the beam shape.
Together with the night time fields the total AdvACT observing area is ∼16, 670
sq. deg. This strategy has less than ∼1.3% idle time [22].

2.2

Prototype Detector Characterization

A major change in the fabrication process for AdvACT is the move from working with 75 mm diameter wafers to 150 mm diameter wafers. This means all of
the detectors are made on a single wafer and we no longer need to tile wafers
to create the focal plane. Having a single, monolithic detector array can reduce
polarization systematics due to mechanical alignment precision when tiling the
array [23]. The larger the elements of the focal plane are the more obvious a
mechanical rotation during installation becomes. A 75 mm wafer rotated by
one degree produces a displacement of ∼1.3 mm, for instance. [23] suggests a
focal plane made from 75 mm wafers can be calibrated to better than 0.1◦ . This
improves with the larger, 150 mm, wafer.
The move to 150 mm wafers, while reducing the complexity of the focal
plane assembly process, comes with its own challenges in fabrication. Tools
that can handle the larger wafers are required, and achieving uniformity across
the entire wafer is important. In order to test the fabrication process prior to
fabricating the final detector array the team at NIST makes a series of prototype
detectors. These prototype detectors are fabricated on the same size, 150 mm,
wafers that the final array will be fabricated on, but are etched into small, single
detector test die.
These single detector test die come in two flavors. The first, look much like
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a single detector will on the final wafer. They have all the components the final
detectors will have, orthomode transducer, frequency selecting stub filters, and
the transition edge sensors themselves. The second flavor contains a set of 12
transition edge sensors. These will have varying proprieties and are meant to
test a wide range of TES designs in a small package (as they are often smaller
and hold more TESes than a “single-pixel”.)
The proprieties of these TESes, both on single-pixels and on the TES test die,
are measured, and the results are fed back to the fabrication team at NIST, along
with recommendations for changes in the next round of fabrication. If necessary,
another round of test die fabrication can occur, confirming the changes resulted
in the desired outcome. Once the target detector parameters are achieved the
final array fabrication can be completed. The final array is then tested after
integration and deployed into the field.

2.2.1

Background

Each pixel has four orthomode transducer (OMT) coupling probes, two for each
linear polarization, connected to superconducting niobium microstrip lines that
transmit radiation to the AlMn TES bolometers [68, 27]. There are four optical
TESes per LF pixel, a pair for each linear polarization at both 27 and 39 GHz, as
well as two dark TESes. Each TES island is weakly coupled to the cold bath by
a set of four SiN legs. During operation, the TES is voltage-biased to keep it on
the superconducting transition, Tc . The geometry of the TES legs determines the
thermal conductance to the bath, G, which limits how much power the detector
can dissipate before saturating.
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f [GHz] Estimated Loading [pW] Psat Target [pW]
27
0.5
1.5
39
2.6
7.8
90
3.7
11.3
150
4.5
12.5
220
12.5
25
Table 2.1: Loading estimates and associated saturation power targets for
each AdvACT band. A factor of 2-3 is given as a safety factor
when considering the estimated loading and the design detector
saturation powers.

The TES leg geometry is selected to optimize the performance under expected loading conditions at the ACT site. The estimated loading for each AdvACT frequency band is given in Table 2.1. Loading on the detectors comes
not only from the CMB, but also the surrounding environment. The dominant
source is from the atmosphere. Other sources include emission from the mirrors and refractive optics as well as spillover from inside the optics tube and the
telescope itself. The expected loading level at the nominal PWV is multiplied
by a safety factor of 2-3 to set the target Psat . Psat combined with the expected
Tc and Tbath determines the required G.
The following model is used to describe how Psat is determined by the bath
temperature, Tbath , and the critical temperature of the device, Tc :
n
Psat = K(Tcn − Tbath
).

(2.1)

The thermal conductivity, G, is then given by,
G=

dPsat
= nKTcn−1 .
dTc

(2.2)

The optimal TES leg geometries are determined by measuring currentvoltage (IV) curves at many different bath temperatures, ranging from 50 to
39

Figure 2.9: Example IV-curve from a single detector. (Left): TES power vs
TES voltage bias. (Center): TES resistance vs power. (Right):
Raw IV-curve data, feed back current (in DAC units) vs TES
bias. Colors in the background identify the superconducting
branch (red), transition (green), and normal branch (blue).

180 mK. An example IV-curve is shown in Figure 2.9. These IV curves are used
to determine the bias power required to drive the TES to 90% of the normal
resistance, Rn . We define this value to be the saturation power, Psat . The bias
powers at 90% Rn for each bath temperature are fit to Eq. (2.1), as shown in Fig.
2.10, for K, Tc , and n.

2.2.2

Setting Critical Parameters for AdvACT Detector Arrays

Starting with the HF array single pixels were fabricated on a 150 mm wafer
for testing and selecting the final TES leg parameters. Four wafers of single
pixel test die were made before choosing final leg parameters. For both the
HF and MF arrays the leg lengths were kept constant at 61 µm. The leg width
was then changed to vary the saturation power. For the HF test die the first
leg widths tested were 14.5 µm for the 150 GHz detectors and 28.4 µm for the
220 GHz detectors. The MF test die had leg widths of 13.5 µm for the 90 GHz
detectors and 14.5 µm for the 150 GHz detectors. The leg thickness is determined
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Figure 2.10: Bias power at 90% the normal resistance, Rn , as a function of
the bath temperature, Tbath , for each of the tested prototype
TES devices. The upper group, devices 1 and 2, are the 39
GHz devices while the lower group, devices 3, 4, 5, and 6,
are lower saturation power 27 GHz devices. The fit for each
individual device is to Eq. (2.1). Similar measurements were
performed for the HF and MF prototype devices.

by the SiN thickness, which is kept at 2 µm.
We find that the saturation power varies linearly as a function of leg width
(with leg length and thickness kept constant). Figure 2.11 shows a plot of the
saturation power as a function of leg width for these early HF and MF test die.
The average critical temperature, Tc , was measured on these wafers to be higher
than the target (160 mK). It was 178 mK for wafer 5 and 182 mK for wafer 6.
We can account for this discrepancy in the Tc by scaling the saturation powers to determine a scaling factor for the leg lengths for the next fab, with the
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Figure 2.11: Bias power at 90% the normal resistance, Rn , which we take
as the saturation power, Psat , as a function of TES leg width
for HF and MF test die from test fab wafers 5 and 6. The data
are fit to a line with an intercept forced through zero. The
blue dashed line corresponds to the fit for wafer 5, while the
red dashed line corresponds to the fit for wafer 6. The individual symbols represent different detectors, identified by a
label containing the frequency, and which polarization type it
is, ‘A’ or ‘B’, which are orthogonal to each other.

assumption that the Tc will be corrected in the next fabrication. The Tc is controlled in fab through a heat treatment of the AlMn and varies with how long
the wafer is heated [68].
The saturation power is given by Equation (2.1). The scaling factor is then
simply given as the ratio of the two saturation powers,
n
T n − Tbath
Psat1
= c1
,
n
n
Psat2
Tc2
− Tbath

(2.3)

where the coefficient K cancels out. Based on scaling each of the test fab wafers’
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critical temperatures to the target of 160 mK and averaging the leg length recommendations for each wafer we selected final leg widths of 24 µm for the 150
GHz detectors to achieve a target saturation power of 12.5 pW and 48 µm for the
220 GHz detectors to achieve a target saturation power of 25 pW.
We followed the same procedure for the MF array, including additional data
from new test die. This is summarized by Figure 2.12. The red and blue dashed
lines again show a linear fit to the data. The black line is a fit to all the data. The
green line shows this fit scaled to a critical temperature of 160 mK. This scaled
fit results in recommended leg width of 24 µm for 150 GHz (in agreement with
the HF selection), and 21.6 µm for the 90 GHz detectors, which is 90% of the 150
GHz leg width – the same ratio as for ACTPol’s PA3.
The remainder of the discussion focuses on the LF array pixel prototypes and
follows along with [62]. The target saturation powers for the LF array are 1.5 pW
at 27 GHz and 7.8 pW at 39 GHz, which corresponds to three times the estimated
loading at each frequency. These are much lower saturation powers than those
in the MF (12.5 and 11.3 pW) and HF (25 and 12.5 pW) arrays, driving us to
much longer leg lengths. Similarly long legs have been fabricated for SPIDER
[29].
The LF detector test die leg parameters were selected by extrapolating a linear fit to the Psat for the MF and HF detectors as a function of the cross-sectional
area to the leg length, A/l. Test dies with several leg variants were then fabricated to explore the parameter space near Psat = 1.5 and near Psat = 7.8 pW.
These variants, listed in Table 2.2, are shown in Fig. 2.13. Additional devices
with different heat capacities (parameters listed in Table 2.3) were fabricated
to optimize the temporal response of the detector. The detectors must respond
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Tc [mK]
Psat [pW]
G[pW/K]
178.9 ± 0.1 12.5 ± 0.7 276.1 ± 15.5
178.5 ± 0.2 10.5 ± 0.3 229.3 ± 7.5
173.4 ± 1.0 4.1 ± 0.2
88.3 ± 4.5
170.5 ± 1.2 2.1 ± 0.1
44.0 ± 1.7
172.9 ± 1.9 3.5 ± 0.4
76.5 ± 7.3
164.7 ± 2.5 1.0 ± 0.1
22.6 ± 2.3

Rn [mΩ]
7.9 ± 0.1
7.8 ± 0.1
7.5 ± 0.1
7.5 ± 0.1
7.5 ± 0.1
7.5 ± 0.1

n
3.4 ± 0.1
3.4 ± 0.1
3.0 ± 0.1
2.8 ± 0.1
3.0 ± 0.1
2.7 ± 0.1

Table 2.2: Fabricated and measured prototype detector properties. ID corresponds to the device design variations shown in Fig. 2.13
(Left), f is the design frequency for the detector, w is the TES leg
width, l the TES leg length, Tc is the critical temperature of the
TES, Psat is the saturation power of the detector, G is the thermal
conductivity, Rn is the normal resistance, and n is the thermal
conductivity exponent. Parameters correspond to a bath temperature of 100 mK, which is the temperature of the devices in
the field. The mean and standard deviation of each parameter
for the measured devices is shown. Uncertainties shown do not
account for correlation between parameters.

ID f [GHz] w [µm] l [µm]
1
39
14.4
61
2
39
12.1
61
3
27
10.0
220
4
27
10.0
500
5
27
15.0
500
6
27
10.0
1000

Figure 2.12: Bias power at 90% the normal resistance, Rn , as a function of
leg width for MF test die from wafers 5, 6 (AASP5 and AASP6)
as well as a third fabrication (AASP150 2). The blue and red
lines are fits to wafer 5 and 6 detectors from Figure 2.11, respectively. The black line is a fit to all data, which includes
AASP150 2. The green dashed line shows the fit scaled to the
target critical temperature of 160 mK and is used to select the
final MF leg parameters.

ID f [GHz] w [µm] l [µm] AlMn Vol. [µm3 ] PdAu Vol. [µm3 ]
A
27
20.0
500
36538
0
B
27
10.0
500
2640
0
C
27
10.0
500
14866
0
D
27
10.0
500
36538
0
E
27
10.0
500
36538
21452
F
27
10.0
500
36538
36113
Table 2.3: Device properties for the six AlMn and PdAu variation devices.
A unique ID is given to each design variation, f is the design
frequency for the detector, w is the TES leg width, l the TES leg
length, the AlMn volume and PdAu volume are the amount of
each material on the TES island.
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Figure 2.13: (Left): LF prototype transition edge sensors with different leg
geometries. The devices are labeled 1 to 6 from left to right.
Table 2.2 lists the design frequency and leg parameters for
each of the devices. Inset to this figure in the upper left is a
close up of a single labeled TES island. (Right): LF prototype
TESes with the different PdAu/AlMn volumes listed in Table
2.3. The devices are labeled A to F from left to right. Devices
A through D have no PdAu, with devices A and D having
the full AlMn volume. Device B only has AlMn in the central region that forms the TES, while device C has a reduced
area of AlMn. Devices F has a full volume of PdAu and AlMn
and device E has a pattern of holes in the PdAu, referred to as
“swiss” as in Swiss cheese.

quickly enough to prevent smearing of the signals from the sky or from the halfwave-plate modulators [39], but this must be balanced against the temporal response becoming so fast that the detectors become unstable [49]. Both types of
devices were characterized, and the final leg and heat capacity geometries for
use on the LF array were selected based on those results.
Based on previous measurements of the Psat values for the MF and HF detectors, we expect Psat to be proportional to the ratio of A/l [39]. In Fig. 2.14, we
show the measured Psat vs the ratio of A/l. The black-dashed line is the best-fit
linear relation, which was used to select the leg geometry of the 39 GHz detectors. For these, we choose to keep the leg length the same as the HF and MF
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detectors, l = 61 µm, which gave a width, w, of 12.1 µm.
The 27 GHz detectors have the lowest target Psat of all the AdvACT detectors
at 1.5 pW. While the test die parameters were selected based on the HF and MF
linear fit, we find that the low saturation power, longer leg length detectors
differ in their behavior with Psat as a function of A/l in that the slope is larger
by about a factor of two. This may be due to the phonon transport differing
for the much longer legs. This difference is reflected in the 27 GHz devices
having a thermal conductance exponent, n, ≤ 3, compared to n ∼ 3.4 for the
39 GHz devices, as shown in Table 2.2. While we do not account for correlation
between fit parameters in our error determination in Table 2.2, we do find there
to be a negative correlation between Tc and n, so for a fixed Tc the difference
between the 27 and 39 GHz detector n values will persist. We fit the devices
with l > 61 µm independently, leading to the gray dashed line in Fig.2.14, which
we used to select the final 27 GHz detector leg parameters of w = 10 µm and
l = 628 µm. Measured prototype device parameters are shown in Table 2.2. The
measured critical temperatures for most of the devices were found to be above
the LF target of 165 mK. Selection of the final leg geometries for fabricating the
LF array was done after scaling these results to a Tc of 165 mK.
The detector responsivity decreases with increasing frequency due to the
thermal time constant of the detector, which can be varied by adding heat capacity to the TES island. We tested six different recipes of PdAu and AlMn, in
order to explore how the time constant varied as a function of each materials
volume. These six test devices were all 27 GHz devices, four with AlMn volumes ranging from 2640 µm3 to 36538 µm3 and no PdAu, two of which had the
same AlMn volume but different leg widths, and two with the full 36538 µm3
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AlMn volume while having either 21452 µm3 or 36113 µm3 of PdAu. Extrapolations from the previously fabricated MF devices were suitable for the 39 GHz
devices.
We report the time constant of the detector as f3dB = 1/2πτ , defined as the
frequency at which the response of the detector decreases by a factor of two
compared to the DC response. The target f3dB for the LF detectors ranges from
81 to 275 Hz for 35%-70% Rn across the range of expected bias powers under
loading in the field. This range is set by requiring fast enough detectors to observe with a rapidly rotating half-wave plate modulator, but not too fast that
they could become unstable [39].
We test the response time by adding a small square-wave to the voltage bias
applied to the detectors with amplitude ranging from 1 − 5% of the DC bias
value. The response is sampled at 250 kHz to measure the exponential fall time
of the detector current, or τ . We do this at six different bath temperatures and
several different points on the TES transition, measured by the TES resistance
relative to normal, %Rn , as shown in Fig. 2.15. These data are then fit to a twofluid model described by Eq. (2.4), where A and B are a function of measurable
parameters specified in [48], and Pbias is the bias power,
2/3

f3dB = A + BPbias .

(2.4)

This model fits the data well with a fixed natural time constant at zero bias
power (Fig. 2.15), though a linear model yields similar results.
From these data, we found that having PdAu on the 27 GHz devices, in addition to the full AlMn volume, decreased the f3dB below our target threshold of
81 Hz. Based on this we chose to have 73% of the full (largest tested) AlMn volume (full being 36538 µm3 ) and no PdAu on the 27 GHz detectors and 100% of
48

Figure 2.14: Plot of Psat versus A/l, where A is the cross-sectional area of
one of the four TES legs and l is its length, for typical HF
(230/150 GHz), MF (150/90 GHz), and LF (39/27 GHz) devices. The color scale shows the leg length, with all HF, MF
and 39 GHz LF legs being 61 µm long, while the LF 27 GHz
test devices have a range of longer leg lengths as indicated in
Table 2.2. The black dashed line fit is to the HF, MF, and 39
GHz LF detectors. The gray dashed line is a fit to just the 27
GHz LF detectors, which have the lowest saturation power of
all the AdvACT detectors, and differ from the trend exhibited
by the l = 61.0 µm detectors. We allow for a non-zero Psat
offset in the fit, which may be present due to residual conductance from the Nb. The inset plot is a zoom in on the low Psat
LF detectors.
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Figure 2.15: Bias step results for a single 27 GHz (left) and 39 GHz (right)
prototype detector. The gray region indicates the targeted operating range of the detector in the field. Each vertical grouping of points is at one bath temperature. The bias point in
%Rn is selected and then a square wave is applied. The f3dB
is measured from the response to the square wave and this is
repeated for a full range of bias points before moving to the
next temperature. These data are used to estimate the detector
response speed under a range of optical loading and biasing
conditions in the field.

the full AlMn volume and 76% of the full volume of PdAu (full being 36113 µm3 )
for the 39 GHz detectors.
We fully characterized new test dies, which were designed to demonstrate
the low Psat values needed to optimize the LF array. The LF cryogenic readout
electronics have been assembled and tested. The LF detector array was fabricated at NIST and has undergone testing at Princeton. The detectors on the
array have an average saturation power of 1.3 ± 0.2 pW for the 27 GHz detectors
and 7.8 ± 1.4 pW for the 39 GHz detectors [69]. The LF array will be deployed in
early 2019, extending the range of AdvACT from 27 GHz to 230 GHz. A summary of the achieved saturation powers for each AdvACT array are shown in
Table 2.4.
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Array f [GHz]
HF
220
HF
150
MF1
150
MF2
MF1
90
MF2
LF
39
LF
27

l [µm] w [µm] Psat Target [pW] Psat Achieved [pW] Ref.
61
48
25.0
26 ± 1
[90]
61
24
12.5
13 ± 1
13.9 ± 0.6
61
24
12.5
15.4 ± 1.2
[17]
12.4 ± 0.7
61
21.6
11.3
13.7 ± 1.4
61
12.1
7.8
7.8 ± 1.4
[69]
628
10.0
1.5
1.3 ± 0.2

Table 2.4: Fabrication parameters with target and achieved saturation
powers for each device type in the final AdvACT arrays.

This demonstrates our ability to cover a wide range of saturation powers (as
low as 1 pW) and detector response speeds through modification of the detector
leg length, the leg width, the AlMn volume, and the PdAu volume on a single
detector design. This has direct application to detector design for future CMB
experiments, such as the Simons Observatory and CMB-S4, which will face similar design challenges.

2.3

The ACTPol Receiver Baffle

Stray light entering the ACT receiver can cause excess thermal loading which
will result in decreased sensitivity and may result in the saturation of some
detectors depending on their saturation power. I designed and built a baffle to
go around the first ACTPol array during my first trip to the ACT site in 2013
(Fig. 2.16).
The effect of adding the baffle, tested by repeatedly performing IV curves
with the baffle on and off, was a decrease in the average loading by 0.7 pW.
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Figure 2.16: The first ACTPol receiver baffle attached in front of the first
ACTPol array, ar1. The baffle was designed to have an opening angle of 20 degrees past perpendicular and is meant to
reflect to the sky, rather than into the warm telescope body.

With a 100% efficient detector this corresponds to a loading change of ∼ 1.2 pW.
Planets were observed with the baffle on and off to determine the effect of
the baffle on the beam shape. Figure 2.17 shows averaged maps of Venus and
Saturn with and without the baffle on ar1 taken during September and October
2013. The solid angles of each planet with the baffle on were slightly larger, but
overall the beam shape changes were minor enough that we decided to keep
the baffle equipped for the season.
The single array baffle for ar1 was adapted to fit around the entire receiver
for the 2014 season. With the prospect of the AdvACT upgrade looming we
began making plans for mounting three continuously rotating half-wave plates
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Figure 2.17: Averaged intensity maps of Venus and Saturn, with and without the ar1 baffle. The solid angle for Venus with the baffle
was 200 nsr, without the baffle it is 190 nsr. Similarly for Saturn with the baffle the solid angle is 262 nsr and without the
baffle, 245 nsr. This slight change in the beam shape was accepted with the decrease in excess thermal loading the baffle
provided. Planet maps provided by Marius Lungu.
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Figure 2.18: Assembly overview for the AdvACT receiver baffle. The design features a short, mechanically robust baffle made from
1/4 in aluminum, a ledge which forms an attachment point for
a sheet of Zotefoam to protect the HWPs from UV radiation
from the sun, and a longer, light-weight hexcell aluminum
front baffle. Inspired by the original baffle for ar1, this baffle
has been installed for the duration of the AdvACT observation campaign.

(HWP) in front of the three ACTPol receiver windows. These HWPs would be
made of a silicon meta-material and would float on an air-bearing while being
spun by an external motor. The sensitivity of the silicon in the HWPs to UV from
the sun, coupled with the fragility of the air bearing/external motor/encoder
electronics drove the need to develop a way to protect these components from
the harsh elements at the ACT site. This lead to a redesign of the baffle for
permanent installation during the 2015 season.
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The AdvACT baffle is shown in Figure 2.18. The design features a split baffle, consisting of a short, mechanically robust, base baffle made from 1/4 inch
thick aluminum panels. This mounts to a thick baffle mount and is meant to be
permanently affixed to the telescope body in front of the receiver. In practice the
entire baffle is often unmounted when close access to the receiver is required,
during FTS band measurements for instance. The base baffle forms a ledge to
which a sheet of Zotefoam can easily be mounted. Zotefoam is a commercial
foam that has high transmission in the microwave but low transmission in the
UV. This Zotefoam sheet serves two purposes: one, to shield the HWPs from
the UV; two, to protect the HWP motor/encoder electronics from the harsh elements of the Atacama. The baffle has been installed for the duration of the
AdvACT observation campaign.

2.3.1

Silicon Resistivity Measurements

Careful selection of the materials used to fabricate the ACT silicon lenses and
metamaterial HWPs is required. High resistivity (ideally ∼ 10 − 20 kΩ−cm) silicon has a lower loss tangent, making it preferred for use in the telescope’s optical path [5]. While the silicon lenses are kept at 4K behind several filters, the
HWPs are the first optical element after the secondary reflector and are outside
of the cryostat, at room temperature. This exposes them to UV radiation from
the sun.
UV radiation excites electrons in the silicon into the conduction band, decreasing the resistivity and increasing the loss tangent, resulting in increased
loss in the ACT science bands. The Zotefoam sheet mounted to the AdvACT
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Figure 2.19: Silicon sample mounted to four lead board for resistivity measurements.

baffle should mitigate this effect, but by how much? To answer this question we
performed a series of four lead measurements on a sample of silicon from the
same bool used to make the ACTPol lenses.
Using the Van der Pauw method we measured the resistivity of a 3.81 cm
square sample of silicon [96]. We made measurements of the resistivity in direct
sunlight, with the sample covered with Zotefoam of several thicknesses, in the
lab, and in the dark, both at Cornell and at the ACT site in Chile. A photo of the
silicon sample attached to the four lead board can be seen in Figure 2.19.
With our square sample, numbering counter clockwise from the upper left
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corner, 1, 2, 3, 4, a “vertical” measurement is one with the input current from,
say, 1 to 2, and the sense from 3 to 4. A “horizontal” measurement would be for
instance input from 2 to 3, and sense from 4 to 1. All measurements were made
using the four point measurement feature of a bench top multimeter.
Our convention for naming these resistances is as follows, for input current
from point 1 to 2 and sense from 3 to 4, we define R12,34 as,
R12,34 =

V34
.
I12

(2.5)

The Van der Pauw formula can then be written as,
e−πR12,34 /Rs + e−πR23,41 /Rs = 1.

(2.6)

To improve the accuracy of our measurement we make four measurements in
each of the “vertical” and “horizontal” configurations, and average the results,
obtaining,
Rvertical =

R12,34 + R34,12 + R21,43 + R43,21
,
4

(2.7)

and
Rhorizontal =

R23,41 + R41,23 + R32,14 + R14,32
.
4

(2.8)

The Van der Pauw formula then becomes,
e−πRvertical /Rs + e−πRhorizontal /Rs = 1.

(2.9)

If Rvertical 6= Rhorizontal , which is sometimes the case, then we solve for Rs numerically. Once we have Rs , the sheet resistance, we can calculate the resistivity,
ρ, given the thickness t, which we know to be 0.029 cm, as
ρ = Rs t.
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(2.10)

Figure 2.20: Resistivity of sample as a function of Zotefoam thickness. This
is in direct sunlight unless otherwise noted. By “Site - Covered” I mean the sample was in direct sunlight, but instead
of being covered by Zotefoam it was covered by my lab notebook.

I performed measurements both in North America, at Cornell, and in Chile
at the ACT site. Figure 2.20 shows the measured resistivities both at Cornell
and at the site. Note the resistivity of the sample with the thickness of Zotefoam
planned for the HWP cover is 1.13 kΩ-cm.
During the day, while we scan, the HWPs will sometimes be in direct sunlight, sometimes shaded by part of the telescope and sometimes shaded with
reflected light from part of the telescope. I measured the resistivity of our sample in several different configurations to test how the resistivity changes when
in the shade or when in the shade with strong reflections hitting the HWPs. The
resulting resistivities are shown in Figure 2.21. The Zotefoam thickness here is
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Figure 2.21: Resistivity of the NuTek sample under different illumination conditions. From left to right they are, direct sunlight,
shaded, shaded with reflected light, shaded with Zotefoam,
and shaded with Zotefoam and reflected light.

the one planned to be used as a HWP cover, which is 6.75 mm thick. Reflected
light, even with the Zotefoam cover, reduces the resistivity to ∼2 kΩ−cm.

Estimating the dielectric and conductive loss in warm silicon

If we know the resistivity of the metamaterial HWP silicon we can estimate the
amount of loss we might expect given conditions at the site. The attenuation
factor in a dielectric (assuming negligible magnetic loss), α, can be written,

1/2
2π 1 0 p
2
κ
1 + tan δ − 1
,
(2.11)
α=
λ0 2
where λ0 is the free space wavelength of the incident radiation, κ0 is the relative
permittivity (or dielectric constant), and tan δ is the loss tangent [97]. In the limit
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tan δ << 1 this can be written (with binomial expansion of the inner square root
term) as,
α≈

π√ 0
κ tan δ.
λ0

(2.12)

In the presence of a conduction term the loss tangent goes to,
tan δ → tan δd +

1
,
0 κ0 ωρ

(2.13)

where tan δd is the dielectric loss tangent, 0 is the permittivity of free space, ω
is the angular frequency, and ρ is the resistivity [64]. (Note that when cooled
below the ∼1 eV energy gap the loss tangent can be represented by only the
right hand term on the right side of Equation (2.13).) We substitute this into the
expression for α,


1
π√ 0
α≈
κ tan δd +
.
λ0
0 κ0 ωρ

(2.14)

If the thickness of HWP is given by l, we can approximate the loss, L (which
goes as e−αl ) by,
L ∼ αl.

(2.15)

Written with the full expression for α we have,


π√ 0
1
L∼
κ tan δd +
l.
λ0
0 κ0 ωρ

(2.16)

Rearranging a bit and substituting in for ω and 0 yields,

L∼

π√ 0
µ0 c
κ tan δd + √
λ0
2 κ0 ρ


l.

(2.17)

We know, or can lookup values for all of these variables. For room temperature
high resistivity silicon, measured at 150 GHz, λ0 = 2 mm, κ0 = 11.7 [5], tan δd ∼
8×10−5 [80] and we measured ρ for our silicon sample with various illumination
and Zotefoam configurations.
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Figure 2.22: Percent loss from the PA5 silicon metamaterial HWP as a function of Zotefoam thickness. Note this assumes a uniform
thickness of silicon, which is not true, thus over estimating
the loss.

Given the HWP thickness and it’s measured resistivity we can estimate the
loss. The calculated loss for a solid silicon disk of the PA5 HWP thickness
(6.53 mm) as a function of Zotefoam cover thickness is shown in Figure 2.22.
We note that the expected silicon loss is lower due to much of the silicon being removed during the fabrication process, however, the glue used to hold the
HWP wafers together may also contribute to the HWP loss and is not accounted
for here.
The measured resistivity (in direct sunlight) with the planned HWP cover
thickness of 1/4 inch was 1.13 kΩ−cm. This corresponds to a loss of 3.45%. We
can compare this with the measured loading from the HWPs, measured by performing IV-curves with and without the HWP installed on the telescope, by
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multiplying this loss percentage by ambient temperature (270 K). By this calculation we should expect loading of approximately 9.3 K from the HWP.
On/off measurements of with the HWPs show approximately 8 K loading
on PA4, 15 K loading on PA5, and 9 K loading on PA6, all at 150 GHz. This is
close to the estimated 9.3 K loading. The PA5 and PA6 HWPs are of comparable
thicknesses, as they are designed for identical bands (90 and 150 GHz); however, the PA4 HWP is thinner, so we should expect less loading from it. The
uncertainty in the measured loading is large due to background loading variations with weather. Additionally, during the day the HWPs are not always in
direct sunlight, but either partially shaded or illuminated from reflections off of
other parts of the telescope. These loading measurements were performed over
a 2 hour time frame during which the PWV was approximately 0.8-0.9 mm. Increasing the Zotefoam thickness should help decrease this loading during the
day. The loading is expected to decrease at night when the sun has set. The
resistivity was not measured at the site in the dark, but if we consider the covered measurement as equivalent, and if the silicon is the dominant source of
loss in the HWPs, then we would expect the loss to reduce to ∼0.16%, which
corresponds to approximately 0.43 K of loading.

2.4

Summary

In this Chapter we have provided an overview of the Atacama Cosmology Telescope Polarimeter and the Advanced ACTPol upgrade. We have focused on
the iterative testing of prototype AdvACT detector test die for selection of the
TES leg geometries. These parameters are tuned for each frequency band and
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achieve saturation powers as low as 1 pW. We have also discussed the AdvACT
receiver baffle and associated measurements of the resistivity of silicon used in
the AdvACT rapidly rotating HWPs.
This gives important context for the following chapter, which provides an
overview of the detector polarization angle calibration. The geometry of the
detector arrays, shown in Figure 2.4, provides the lithographically defined geometry as the starting point for the calibration presented in Chapter 3.
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CHAPTER 3
OPTICAL MODELING OF INSTRUMENT POLARIZATION

Instrument polarization refers to any systematic effects which exist within
the instrument optical chain that may affect the polarization of light. This may
include effects such as intensity to polarization, I → P , leakage or the rotation
of the polarization vectors by off-axis optical elements. The correction of these
effects is critical in measurement of the linearly polarized CMB as any offset in
the polarization angle of the detector elements will lead to a non-zero EB cross
correlation signal as described in Section 1.2.4.
The ACTPol telescope and receiver design was modeled with the optical
design software Code V. Using Code V we load the ACTPol telescope model,
perform a ray trace to construct a function which transforms focal plane coordinates to coordinates on the sky, and use a polarization sensitive ray trace to
calculate polarization rotations caused by the optics. Together, these provide a
final polarization angle calibration for each detector on the focal plane, which
forms a critical input to the map making process.
Code V is a software package developed by Synopsys1 used to “model, analyze, optimize, and provide fabrication support for the development of optical
systems.” While the field is moving towards exclusive use of a competing software, Zemax OpticStudio2 , the work in this thesis uses Code V, which offers
some advantages, in addition to the fact that the telescope design and instrument designs were primarily developed using Code V. See Appendix A for a
brief comparison between the two programs in the context of modeling the po1
2

https://www.synopsys.com/optical-solutions/codev.html
https://www.zemax.com/products/opticstudio
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larization properties of an optical design.
In this chapter we start by discussing the ACT telescope model in Code V.
Then we perform a ray trace through the ACTPol optical chain to model the
detector sky positions. In Section 3.2 we activate the polarization sensitive ray
tracing capabilities of Code V to model the systematic instrument polarization
of the ACTPol optical chain. These two components come together to form the
polarization angle calibration for the ACTPol and AdvACT data sets in 3.3.

3.1

Ray Tracing to Model Detector Sky Coordinates

As mentioned in Section 2.1, the starting point for our calibration is the lithographically defined angles for each detector. Tiled into an array (in the case of
ACTPol), or fabricated on a single wafer (as in AdvACT), these populate every
15 degrees from 0 to 180 degrees. Table 3.1 shows the distribution of angles
for each array. The detectors all lie behind a nanofabricated set of corrugated
feedhorns whose positions are known precisely, which establishes a set of focal plane coordinates. These focal plane coordinates, coupled with the detector
angles, form our initial parameters. All rotations are applied to these angles to
produce our final angle calibration.
The first step in our calibration is to determine the installation angle, which is
a global rotation of the detectors as an array is installed into the ACTPol receiver.
This installation angle is different for each array and arises due to mechanical
constraints within the receiver. Observations of Saturn and Uranus are fit to
a 2D Gaussian per detector, which gives us pointing information for each feed
and allows us to determine the installation angle. Knowing where each detector
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Table 3.1: Number of detectors at each detector angle in focal plane coordinates for all three ACTPol arrays and the first three AdvACT
arrays.

Angle PA1 PA2 PA3 PA4 PA5 PA6
0◦

87

80

86

168

140

140

15◦

87

87

76

168

144

144

30◦

80

87

86

170

144

144

45◦

87

79

84

168

144

144

60◦

87

87

78

170

144

144

75◦

79

87

84

168

142

142

90◦

87

80

86

168

140

140

105◦

87

87

76

168

144

144

120◦

80

87

86

170

144

144

135◦

87

79

84

168

144

144

150◦

87

87

78

170

144

144

165◦

79

87

84

168

142

142

is in sky coordinates allows one to construct a scaling to take the focal plane
coordinates to sky coordinates. A global rotation can then be applied to match
the observed sky coordinates. This global rotation does not take into account
smaller position and rotation angle distortions caused by the optical chain. We
recover these optical distortions in the final step of the modeling process.
In the time forward sense, our Code V model propagates a point on the sky
to the focal plane. Each point on the sky is referred to as a ‘field’. Figure 2.3
shows a single field ray trace. This single field is centered in focal plane coordi-
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nates.
Code V allows a user to set up to 25 input fields at a time. The software
traces each of the 25 input sky fields through the reflectors and lenses back to
the feed horns. The final ray trace provides a mapping between the coordinates
on the sky and position on the focal plane. The point spread function (PSF) for
each field is then computed, returning the PSF centroid relative to the chief ray
coordinates returned by the real ray trace. The locations of each PSF centroid are
combined with the real ray trace results to form a final focal plane coordinate
per input field. The 25 fields are then fit to a 2D quadratic in x and y, shown
as f (x, y) in Equation (3.1), where x and y are in focal plane coordinates. This
produces two functions to transform focal plane coordinates to sky coordinates,
one for xsky and one for ysky .
f (x, y) = A + Bx + Cy + Dx2 + Exy + F y 2

(3.1)

These fits are then used to propagate each feedhorn location to the sky. The xsky
and ysky fit parameters for each array and frequency can be found in Table 3.5.
This incorporates any optical distortions on the positions caused by the ACTPol
optics to 2nd order and is a clear improvement over a simple scaling. To illustrate the effect of these optical distortions Figure 3.1 shows the “lab coordinates”
for the detectors in the first AdvACT mid-frequency array (MF1 or PA5) on the
left. Computing the ray trace and using the fit functions of the form in Equation
(3.1) brings these coordinates to those shown on the right.
Given the focal plane coordinates for each feedhorn in an array we propagate those coordinates to the sky and perform a least squares minimization,
allowing a global translation and rotation but no shear, to match the modeled
sky coordinates to those determined for each feedhorn by planet observations.
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Figure 3.1: (Left): The starting detector focal plane positions for the AdvACT MF1 array (ar5). The coordinate system is referred to
as the “lab coordinates” and represents the locations of the
feedhorns on the focal plane. Each feedhorn has four optically
coupled detectors. Gaps, or lighter colored circles indicate detectors that were not operational during planet observations
which were used, among other things, to measure the detector sky position. The four large gaps in the center are due to
mounting screws in the feedhorns. (Right): Detector feedhorn
positions projected to the sky through the use of the Code V
ray trace model. Optical distortions caused by the reflectors
and lenses cause the slight rotation and displacements shown
here. Also note the vertical and horizontal flip, perhaps most
evident in the missing detectors on the outside edge of the focal plane. The vertical flip is by design, the horizontal comes
from choice of lab coordinates.

This is done for each season, as differences between seasons such as the position of the secondary mirror, which is moved for focusing, and the position of
the receiver, which has to be pulled from the telescope during upgrades, cause
the detector positions relative to the boresight to change each season. This also
means that they will differ compared to our ideal optical model.
Figure 3.2 shows plots of modeled vs observed sky positions for all six arrays
in 2015 (for PA1/2/3) and 2017 (for PA4/5/6), along with their fit determined
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installation rotation. Figure 3.3 shows a histogram of the differences in these
positions for PA4 during the 2016 observing season. This shows we can model
the position angle of each detector to better than 2000 .
Improvements to this might be possible by decentering the secondary mirror slightly, as the secondary position is optimized at the start of each season to
produce the best beam. Preliminary studies of this in the model show a β decenter of −0.10 deg may decrease the average distance between the observed and
modeled sky positions while maintaining roughly the same standard deviation.
Decenters in α, x, y, and z can also produce reduced means, but typically at the
cost of higher standard deviation. The effect of multiple simultaneous decenters has not been studied, and while reducing the difference between observed
and modeled detector sky positions might be possible through perturbations of
the model, we do not expect this to drastically change the resulting polarization
angle either through rotation of the installation angle, or positional changes in
the polarization model discussed in the next section.
A simple translation from focal plane to the sky can be accomplished using
the plate scale, given in Table 3.2 for ACTPol in units of deg per cm. This can
simply be multiplied by the detector positions in cm to yield degrees on the
sky, and then recentered at the given array centers in the same table. Doing so,
we can compare this simple scaling to our optical modeling by performing the
same least squares minimization, which rotates the sky positions to match those
from planet observations, and again computing the differences with observed
and now scaled detector positions on the sky. Figure 3.4 shows a comparison of
the scaling given the plate scale vs the detector sky positions determined from
modeling for PA2. As can be seen in the figure, the Code V modeled positions
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Figure 3.2: Observed vs modeled detector sky positions for PA1/2/3 (left
column) and PA4/5/6 (right column), for the 2015 and 2017
seasons, respectively. The observed positions are plotted as circles with 25% alpha, so darker circles represent more live detectors in a given feedhorn. The modeled positions are marked
with an ’X’. Ideally these line up with the center of the circles.
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Figure 3.3: Histogram of position differences between observed and modeled sky positions for PA4 in the 2016 season.

Array
PA1/4
PA2/5
PA3/6

Array Center [deg]
(-0.625, -0.48)
(0.625, -0.48)
(0.0, 0.75)

X Plate Scale [deg/cm]
0.0722
0.0722
0.0693

Y Plate Scale [deg/cm]
0.0744
0.0744
0.0784

Table 3.2: Approximate plate scale for the ACTPol optical design. This
provides a simple scaling to bring the detector focal plane to
the sky. Array centers are given with respect to the telescope
boresight.

better match the measured sky positions compared to those given by applying
the plate scale, which does not capture the position distortions caused by the
optics.
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Figure 3.4: Histogram of differences between observed and modeled detector positions on the sky, calculated for a simple scaling based
on the plate scale (green) and for the Code V ray trace, capturing optical distortions (red).

3.2

Polarization Sensitive Ray Tracing

Ray tracing is used to determine the installation angle. This combined with the
lithographically determined detector angles makes up the bulk of the detector
angle calibration. However, one last step is needed. Code V is capable of performing a polarization sensitive ray trace that can compute the transmittance at
each surface from the Fresnel equations. We define the input polarization field
to be identical for each sky trace and then use the poldsp MACRO3 to calculate the polarization state for nineteen rays across the entrance pupil diameter.
The output from Code V is in the form of the pupil averaged Stokes vector for
each input field across the field of view of the telescope. From these we can
3

poldsp is a user supplied MACRO written by members of the Physics Department at the
University of Alabama, Huntsville which supplements the polarization output from Code V.
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use Equation (1.14) to compute the polarization angle for each given field. The
difference between the output polarization angle and the input angle gives the
polarization rotation caused by the optics.3
This set of polarization rotations is used in another 2D quadratic fit using
Equation (3.1), similar to what was done to transform the focal plane coordinates to sky coordinates. The fit results are then used to calculate the rotation
associated with each feedhorn position on the focal plane. This is performed
for the entire optical chain, producing the polarization rotations for each feedhorn, which are then combined with the initial angle and installation angle to
produce a final calibration angle per detector. The fit parameters for each array
and frequency can be found in Table 3.6. Resulting polarization rotations for
each array are shown in Figure 3.5.
The left side of Figure 3.6 shows the resulting polarization rotation across
the PA2 focal plane plotted in sky coordinates. To show the distribution of rotations due to just the telescope mirrors the right side of Figure 3.6 shows the
polarization rotation at the telescope focus for PA2. This is shown as a function
of frequency in Figure 3.8, and illustrates the importance of the anti-reflection
coatings on the lenses.

3.2.1

Anti-reflection Coatings

Accounting for the anti-reflection coatings on the ACTPol optics is important
in properly modeling the polarization rotation. The lenses are off-axis and thus
influence the propagation of the polarization vectors through the camera ac3

The same analysis can be performed with unpolarized input to model IP leakage. See Appendix C for a brief look at this calculation for ar2.
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Figure 3.5: Modeled polarization rotation across all arrays. Shown for (left
to right, top to bottom) ar1, ar2, ar3, ar6, ar4, and ar5, during
the 2015 and 2017 season at 150 GHz.
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Figure 3.6: (Left): Polarization rotation across the PA2 focal plane for the
entire optical chain at 146 GHz as determined by Code V, plotted in sky coordinates. (Right): Polarization rotation from the
ACTPol reflectors only. The final surface in this calculation is
the focus. Note that the reimaging optics introduce a rotation.

cording to their Fresnel coefficient. ACTPol uses multilayer metamaterial antireflection (AR) coatings on each lens in the optical chain [21]. These multilayer coatings are entered in Code V using a multilayer coating definition file
(MUL), defining their thickness and index of refraction. For the ACTPol coatings, we used physically measured thicknesses and HFSS simulated effective
indices for the coating parameters. These parameters are shown in Table 3.3.
The reflectance of the AR coatings as determined by Code V is shown in Figure
3.7.
Calculating the polarization rotation for many different wavelengths across
the ACTPol science band shows the wavelength dependence of the rotations
caused by the optics. Figure 3.8 shows this for PA3, the multi-chroic array
in ACTPol. The polarization rotation is uniform across frequencies within the
highlighted science bands, where the AR coating parameters are tuned for maximum transmission. Figures 3.6 and 3.8 show that the refractive optics reduce
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Table 3.3: Coating parameters used to model the 2-layer and 3-layer antireflection coatings applied to the ACTPol and AdvACT lenses.
The index of refraction for the silicon substrate is modeled to be
3.384 for all lenses [21].

Thickness [µm] Index
365

1.38

200

2.50

470

1.28

315

1.95

245

2.84

296

1.23

183

1.96

153

2.82

500

1.29

310

2.03

258

2.92

PA1/2

PA3/6

PA4

PA5

the total range of polarization rotations in band across the focal plane.

3.3

Detector Polarization Angle Calibration

Working from the initial, lithographically defined, detector positions and polarization angles we apply the series of calibration rotations detailed above to
form a final polarization angle calibration per detector for making maps of the
CMB polarization. The final ACTPol detector angle calibrations are shown in
Figure 3.9, with the marker shape indicating the physical detector angle and
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Figure 3.7: Modeled reflectance of the anti-reflection coatings for the HF
(PA4) and MF1 (PA5) arrays. The gray bands indicate preliminary measured bandpasses for each array. The horizontal
dashed indicate the target 1% reflectance for the coatings over
the observation bands. Coatings are modeled with parameters
shown in Table 3.3.

colors indicating the optically modeled polarization angle contribution. The final AdvACT detector angle calibrations for the HF and MF arrays are shown in
Figure 3.10 in the same style.
This Code V angle, while small, has been critical in calibrating the detectors for ACTPol. Results published from the first season of ACTPol data used
polarization angles derived from the prescription outlined in this Chapter, and
checked the results by measuring the EB cross-spectrum. The EB nulling angle
was found to be consistent with zero, δγp = −0.2◦ ± 0.5◦ , implying that the polarization angle calibration by optical modeling works at the 0.5◦ level or better
[76].
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Figure 3.8: Plot of the minimum and maximum polarization rotations
caused by the ACTPol optical chain as a function of frequency
of the incoming light. Plotted in red are the minimum and maximum polarization rotation contributions from the telescope
mirrors only, terminating at the receiver window. Plotted in
blue are the minimum and maximum polarization rotations for
the entire optical chain, including the anti-reflection coated silicon refractive optics. Highlighted in gray are the upper and
lower science bands for CMB observations with PA3. Polarization rotation is similarly uniform across the science bands for
PA1 and PA2.

3.3.1

Effect of Cryostat Perturbations on Polarization

Each season the cryostat is removed from the telescope, typically for upgrades
to the detector arrays, but also sometimes for fixing cryogenic problems. We
use photogrammetry to reposition the cryostat when it is put back into the telescope. This typically places the receiver back into its ideal position within 1 mm.
To understand how any resulting decenter might affect the polarization angle
calibration we perturbed the position of the cryostat in the optical model and
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Figure 3.9: Plot of all three ACTPol arrays in sky coordinates. The angles
of the plotted points correspond to the physical angle of the
detectors in the telescope. The color scale corresponds to the
additional polarization rotation caused by the ACTPol optics
that is required to complete the angle calibration. This additional -1.7 to 1.7 degree rotation has been an important input to
the detector angle calibration in published ACTPol results.
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Figure 3.10: Plot of all three AdvACT arrays in sky coordinates. The angles of the plotted points correspond to the physical angle of
the detectors in the telescope. The color scale corresponds to
the additional polarization rotation caused by the ACTPol optics that is required to complete the angle calibration.

repeated the polarization angle study. We also perturbed the effective index of
refraction of the anti-reflection coatings on the optics as well as their thickness
in a separate study. The results are summarized in Table 3.4.
Figures 3.11 and 3.12 show the average change in the modeled polarization
rotation given a perturbation of each parameter. Given the 1 mm tolerance in
positioning the cryostat with the assistance of photogrammetry, the largest average rotation associated with a perturbation of the listed parameters should be
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Perturbation
Slope
Units
Xc
-0.0877 deg/cm
Yc
0.0069 deg/cm
Zc
0.0051 deg/cm
αc
-0.0312 deg/deg
βc
-0.1050 deg/deg
ARC n
0.000289
deg/%
ARC t
0.000103
deg/%
Table 3.4: Average change in polarization rotation for perturbations
around original optical design.

negligible (i.e. < 0.01 deg).

3.4

Automating Code V Analyses

Code V is a powerful program for the design and analysis of optical systems.
However, use of the graphical interface becomes tedious for more intensive
analyses. Code V provides a scripting language called “Macro-PLUS”, which
allows for expanding the capabilities of Code V. This language contains typical
control structures, such as conditional branches, looping constructs, and user
definable functions. However, the language is not very easily read, and the documentation is sparse.
The MACRO-Plus language is not interactive, and so needs to be written
out into a ‘sequence file’ prior to execution. This sequence file is error checked
before execution. When interacting with the graphical user interface (GUI) in
Code V, the commands used by the GUI are output to a command line, allowing one to transcribe analyses easily into a sequence file. Taking this one step
further, I wrote a python wrapper for these sequence files, which writes a se-
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Figure 3.11: Effect of cryostat position decenters on the resulting polarization rotation from the Code V optical model. Data points are
the average change in polarization rotation, with error bars
showing the standard deviation. The gray outline shows the
minimum and maximum change. The slopes for the linear fits
are given in Table 3.4.
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Figure 3.12: Effect of changes in the anti-reflection coating effective index
of refraction and thickness on the resulting polarization rotation from the Code V optical model. Data shown in same way
as Figure 3.11. Fit parameters given in Table 3.4.

quence file and calls Code V on the file. This allows a user to use features of
a more mature programming language, Python, while interacting with Code V
via Macro-PLUS.
This Python wrapper is available online 4 . The main Python package consists
of a general class and several telescope specific modules, for use with the ACT,
Simons Observatory, and CCATp telescope designs. These modules extend the
general class, and allow a user to load an optical design and perform systematic
studies of certain optical components.
The general class contains many methods that can be commonly used among
the telescope specific modules. These include actions such as changing the
wavelength of light used, setting the input fields, decentering surfaces, and
much more. This class also handles much of the I/O required for using the
code.
4

https://github.com/BrianJKoopman/autov
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actpol = autoact.AutoACT(ARRAY, descriptors=["calibration",
"pa%s"%(ARRAY)])
actpol.create_header()
actpol.load_clean_len()
actpol.remove_glass()
actpol.apply_ar_coatings()
actpol.set_wavelengths(wavelengths=[int(autov.freq2lambda(int(args.frequency)))],
reference=0)
actpol.set_fields(polarization=1)
actpol.set_vignetting()
actpol.activate_pol_ray_trace()
actpol.set_image_semi_aperture()
actpol.run_psf()
actpol.run_real_ray_trace()
actpol.run_poldsp(input_angle=0, pupil_number=23)
actpol.run_poldsp(input_angle=90, pupil_number=23)
actpol.exit()
actpol.run()
actpol.save_cfg(out_dir="../output/calibration/")

Figure 3.13: Example script written with autov. The script loads the ACTPol optical model, prepares several operations, such as applying the ACT anti-reflection coatings, setting the wavelength,
performing a ray trace, and modeling the polarization rotation. These actions are saved to a sequence file. The script
calls the Code V software and runs the sequence file it has
generated, saving the results to text files, and exiting when
complete.

The ACT module focuses on the study of polarization systematics in the optics. This allows users to manipulate optical elements, apply ACT specific multilayer coatings to surfaces, and to run ray traces and polarization analyses. This
module was used for creating the ACTPol detector angle calibration described
in this chapter. This code reduces the calibration procedure for a given array to
the short 19 lines shown in Figure 3.13.
The SO and CCATp modules were built to explore tolerances on the position of optical elements, most of the functionality for which is provided by the
general class. These modules simply contain commands to load these specific
designs, with checks for making sure they are the original designs and for ma-
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nipulating specific surfaces within these designs. More details on the tolerancing analysis performed for CCATp can be found in Appendix B.2.
These analyses, particularly the tolerancing, would be difficult to do by hand
using the GUI. This automated approach allows for systematic studies, and organized file output. Most importantly it enables reproducibility in an environment where subtle changes can be made in the GUI that affect the outcome
of one’s analyses. Output file processing is another obstacle to overcome, as
the output is often a non-standard format of raw ASCII, which is easily human
readable, but can be challenging to parse pragmatically. This analysis is handled
in separate code.
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A
B
6.3442E-01 7.1243E-02
5.0055E-01 -3.4049E-03
-6.3472E-01 7.1244E-02
5.0025E-01 3.3708E-03
-3.2543E-06 6.9052E-02
-7.3136E-01 4.9990E-07
-7.3843E-07 6.9030E-02
-7.3139E-01 1.6846E-06
6.3441E-01 7.1239E-02
5.0059E-01 -3.4047E-03
6.3439E-01 7.1233E-02
5.0057E-01 -3.4034E-03
-6.3451E-01 7.1185E-02
5.0052E-01 3.3638E-03
-6.3446E-01 7.1172E-02
5.0049E-01 3.3626E-03
-3.2543E-06 6.9052E-02
-7.3136E-01 4.9990E-07
-7.3843E-07 6.9030E-02
-7.3139E-01 1.6846E-06

C
-7.2364E-04
7.3495E-02
6.9843E-04
7.3507E-02
-5.5443E-08
7.8128E-02
1.6248E-07
7.8140E-02
-7.2214E-04
7.3482E-02
-7.2243E-04
7.3487E-02
6.9049E-04
7.3428E-02
6.9085E-04
7.3436E-02
-5.5443E-08
7.8128E-02
1.6248E-07
7.8140E-02

D
-1.0426E-04
-1.3933E-04
1.0865E-04
-1.3947E-04
1.0779E-07
-7.5660E-05
-6.3292E-09
-7.5963E-05
-1.0430E-04
-1.3934E-04
-1.0429E-04
-1.3914E-04
1.0903E-04
-1.3933E-04
1.0911E-04
-1.3915E-04
1.0779E-07
-7.5660E-05
-6.3292E-09
-7.5963E-05

E
-7.4634E-05
-8.0223E-05
-7.5323E-05
8.5941E-05
-1.2223E-04
6.1601E-07
-1.2210E-04
1.5157E-07
-7.4248E-05
-8.0455E-05
-7.4197E-05
-8.0387E-05
-7.2034E-05
8.6838E-05
-7.2088E-05
8.6586E-05
-1.2223E-04
6.1601E-07
-1.2210E-04
1.5157E-07

Table 3.5: Fit parameters for each array and frequency for propagating the
x and y focal plane positions to the sky. Use with Equation (3.1)
and plug in the focal plane position to determine sky position
for a given feedhorn.

Array Freq Parameter
PA1
150
xsky
ysky
PA2
150
xsky
ysky
PA3
90
xsky
ysky
PA3
150
xsky
ysky
PA4
150
xsky
ysky
PA4
220
xsky
ysky
PA5
90
xsky
ysky
PA5
150
xsky
ysky
PA6
90
xsky
ysky
PA6
150
xsky
ysky

F
-2.0395E-05
-2.3765E-04
2.5732E-05
-2.3925E-04
8.9339E-08
-1.8842E-04
4.2052E-08
-1.8823E-04
-2.0301E-05
-2.3695E-04
-2.0300E-05
-2.3711E-04
2.4510E-05
-2.3498E-04
2.4441E-05
-2.3529E-04
8.9339E-08
-1.8842E-04
4.2052E-08
-1.8823E-04
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Array
PA1
PA2
PA3
PA3
PA4
PA4
PA5
PA5
PA6
PA6
B
C
D
E
1.0327E-01 3.1218E-02 5.6650E-04 -1.6828E-03
1.0358E-01 -3.1025E-02 -2.0344E-04 -1.5909E-03
5.0388E-02 -1.6748E-07 -6.9555E-08 -4.8342E-03
5.0758E-02 4.9062E-08 -1.8522E-07 -4.3994E-03
1.0025E-01 3.0531E-02 6.6612E-04 -6.7781E-03
1.0346E-01 3.1681E-02 5.7343E-04 -8.7885E-04
1.0262E-01 -3.0660E-02 -2.3280E-04 -3.1289E-03
1.0310E-01 -3.0735E-02 -2.1578E-04 -2.3341E-03
5.0388E-02 -1.6748E-07 -6.9555E-08 -4.8342E-03
5.0758E-02 4.9062E-08 -1.8522E-07 -4.3994E-03

F
-4.1432E-04
4.1047E-04
1.6816E-07
1.0625E-07
-5.4268E-04
-3.7433E-04
4.4687E-04
4.2822E-04
1.6816E-07
1.0625E-07

Table 3.6: Fit parameters for each array and frequency for the polarization
rotation in a given array. Use with Equation (3.1) and plug in the
focal plane position to the amount of polarization rotation for a
given feedhorn.

Freq
A
150 1.0841E+00
150 -1.0887E+00
90
-2.1139E-06
150 -5.8462E-07
150 1.0902E+00
220 1.0809E+00
90 -1.0929E+00
150 -1.0912E+00
90
-2.1139E-06
150 -5.8462E-07

CHAPTER 4
DIRECT MEASUREMENT OF INSTRUMENT POLARIZATION

In Chapter 3, we showed our optical modeling based approach for calibrating
the polarization angles of the ACTPol detectors. As a cross check to this model
we attempted several direct measurements using a rapidly rotating polarizer.
The idea is that a rapidly rotating polarizer can be used to put a sinusoidal
signal onto the detectors. This sine wave can then be fit for its phase. The phase
can then be used to determine the angle of each detector. This can be used
for relative angle calibration. If the position and orientation of the polarizer is
known well, this can also be used for absolute angle calibration, or, thought of
in another way, for direct measurement of the polarization systematics present
between the polarizer and the detectors.
Several iterations of polarizers were used for this measurement. The first
iteration used an existing thin film polarizer from the Atacama B-mode Search
(ABS) experiment. This provided enough motivation to improve on the design
by making a new polarizer. This greatly improved our results, however was
still not precise enough to use for calibration purposes. A third iteration was
performed, moving from the use of thin film polarizers to free standing wire
grids in collaboration with the University of California, San Diego.
The polarizers were placed near the entrance to the receiver. The input polarization is a combination of sky emission and reflected light from the receiver.
The polarizers were rotated at a fixed frequency, modulating the signal on the
detectors. This modulation can be fit, and a phase extracted. This phase can
then be used to extract a polarization angle for each detector. This procedure
is used to extract a per detector polarization angle and a consistency check be88

tween pairs of orthogonal detectors is performed. The per detector angle is then
compared to the optics only polarization rotation as determined in CODE V.
In this chapter we discuss each iteration of these polarizers, their design, construction, and the resulting measurements, with Section 4.1.2 following along
closely with [61].

4.1

Thin Film Polarizers

We used two different thin film polarization grids to directly measure the polarization angles of the detectors. These thin film polarizers consisted of a metalized film, laser ablated to form a grid of ‘wires’.

4.1.1

ABS Aluminized Mylar Polarizer

The first thin film polarizer was a Mylar based thin film polarizer that originally
was built for use on the Atacama B-mode Search (ABS) experiment [65]. This polarizer, fabricated on 6 µm thick Aluminized Mylar, had a pattern of 50 µm wide
aluminum traces, on a 100 µm pitch. It was cut down to fit the ∼12 in diameter
of the HWP mounts and glued, while held taut, to a thin piece of Zotefoam.
The Zotefoam served as a substitute mounting point to be held within the half
wave-plate (HWP) rotor, allowing the rotation of the Mylar polarizer with the
HWP hardware. However, the Zotefoam, being quite flexible, was unable to retain the tautness of the grid that was applied in gluing. The result was that once
mounted in the HWP rotor, the grid became loose and wrinkled. The gluing
process and final mounting of the grid are shown in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: (Left): The ABS Mylar thin film polarizer mounted on a piece
of Zotefoam with the ACT HWP rotor on top during the gluing
process. Note the tautness of the polarizer, making a uniform
surface. (Right): The thin film polarizer mounted on the face of
the ACT receiver. The polarizer has lost tension after being cut
from the original film, producing wrinkles across the film.

The HWP air bearing hardware was brand new in early 2015, when we first
used the ABS thin film polarizer. The associated software for the encoder readout was not quite ready yet, so we ran without it, spinning the polarizer at 0.48
Hz without position readout during data acquisition. An attempt was made to
align the grid with the home hole on the HWP encoder ring, however, since the
optical encoder was not functional at the time of measurement we do not know
the orientation of the polarizer during data collection.
We assess the quality of the data by comparing the relative offset between
colocated, orthogonal detectors. Since these detectors are orthogonal, we expect them to be perfectly out of phase. Figure 4.2 shows an example segment
of a pair of detector timestreams from orthogonal detectors. Qualitatively the
timestream looks noisy, but out of phase. Subtracting the two phases for each
pair of detectors we then plot a histogram of the phase differences, shown in
Figure 4.3.
We then fit a Gaussian to the histogram, and find a mean phase difference
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Figure 4.2: Example 12 second long segment of two timestreams from a
pair of orthogonal detectors in PA2. The top panel shows the
raw timestreams. They look approximately out of phase. The
bottom two panels show the two timestreams separately, with
a fit to a simple sine wave as a function of time shown as a
dashed line.
of 183 degrees, with a standard deviation of 22 degrees. While this indicates
the detectors are out of phase, there is clearly room for improvements. A primary goal in fabricating a new grid was making the grid uniform across the full
aperture of the window.
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Figure 4.3: Histogram of the phase differences between colocated, orthogonal detector pairs in a timestream taken with the polarizer rotating at 0.48 Hz while installed on PA2. We expect this to be
centered on 180 degrees, as the detectors should appear out of
phase. We find a mean phase difference of 183 degrees, with a
standard deviation of 22 degrees.

4.1.2

ACT Aluminized PET Thin Film Polarizer

While designing a new polarizer we considered the geometry of the ablated
metal pattern and the resulting reflection and transmission properties of the
film. A large, rapidly modulating, polarized signal on the detectors would drive
the detectors into a nonlinear regime. With this in mind we explored different
polarization grid geometries using CST Microwave Studio4 , varying the wire
pitch and width for a given material thickness to produce a mostly reflective
grid. This would produce a small polarized signal on the detectors so that they
remain stable during measurements. Figure 4.4 shows the simulated reflectance
of five different grid geometries, including the final fabricated geometry.
4

https://www.cst.com/products/cstmws
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Figure 4.4: CST Microwave Studio simulations of the reflectance of polarized light parallel (left) and perpendicular (right) to the direction of the wires in the wire grid. These simulations motivated
the design parameters for fabricating the thin film polarization
grid. a here is the width of the wire on in microns on a 1000 µm
pitch. The chosen design used a = 950 µm which, according
to the simulations, produces 97% reflection in one orientation
and 99.8% in the other at 2 mm wavelength. The thickness of
the wires is 30 nm.
The grid is a thin metal film on a PolyEthylene Terephthalate (PET) substrate, 12 µm thick (48 gauge), sourced from Dunmore Corporation2 . The PET
is fully metalized on one side with 30 nm of aluminum. The desired geometry
is then made through laser ablation of the aluminum layer by PhotoMachining
Inc.1 Based on simulations in CST Microwave Studio, we chose a geometry of
straight, parallel wires, 950 µm wide, on a 1000 µm pitch.
This produces a grid with 97% reflection in one polarization and 99.8% in
the other polarization at 150 GHz, as determined by CST Microwave Studio. We
measured the reflectance of the grids to be 95±5% reflective in one polarization,
90 ± 7% in the other polarization at 150 GHz using a custom reflectometer setup
2
1

http://www.dunmore.com
http://photomachining.com
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Figure 4.5: (Left): Measured reflectance of the PA2 thin film polarization
grid from 110 to 168 GHz for two orthogonal polarizations,
aligned parallel and perpendicular to the polarization of the
source and receiver horns. The average reflectance across a
±18 GHz band centered at 150 GHz is 95 ± 5% in one polarization and 90 ± 7% in the other. (Right): Photo of the thin film
polarization grid during measurements in the lab at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.

at the University of Michigan. The measured reflectance and a photo of the
setup at Michigan are shown in Figure 4.5.
The polarization grid was attached to a simple aluminum ring, the same
thickness as the planned Advanced ACTPol half-wave plates, to fit into the halfwave plate mounting hardware. We built a simple mounting stand to attach the
grid to the aluminum ring. Figure 4.6 (left) shows the polarization grid stand;
the grid was securely attached to an aluminum panel with a circular cutout.
The aluminum ring was then epoxied and raised into the PET side of the polarization grid (the aluminized side did not adhere well to the epoxy), providing
tension while the epoxy set. Two polarization grids were successfully mounted
using the test stand, one for each of the two 150 GHz optics tubes on ACTPol.
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On Telescope Performance

The polarization grids were individually installed into the Advanced ACTPol
half-wave plate mounts on the front of the telescope receiver. The half-wave
plate mounting hardware contains an air bearing, allowing the mounted polarization grids to spin friction free. Coupled with an external motor the polarization grids were spun at 0.5, 1 and 2 Hz during measurements. Several sets
of measurements were performed at these three constant rotational rates, rotating both clockwise and counter clockwise. During measurements the telescope
remained stationary.
The right panel of Figure 4.6 shows one of the polarization grids installed
on PA2, the second ACTPol array. With the grid rotating at a constant rate, the
detectors see a sinusoidal signal. On short time scales the amplitude of the sinusoidal appears constant. Over the length of a single five minute measurement
the amplitude varies with changes in the atmosphere. We only need to extract
the phase from the sine wave in order to determine the polarization angles of
the detectors. Before performing a fit to extract the phase we normalize and
then band-pass filter the raw detector time streams with a 0.5 Hz wide Butterworth filter centered on twice the grid rotation frequency. The filtering damps
low frequency atmospheric oscillations as well as high frequency harmonics.
We use the phase determined from the time stream fits to calculate the angle of each detector. Two detectors that are 180◦ out of phase are orthogonal,
so the detector angles are calculated as their phase angle divided by two. The
coordinate system for the measured detector angles is set by the angular position of the polarization grid at the start of a time stream. Without knowledge of
the angular position of the grid, we globally rotate the determined angles rela95

Figure 4.6: (Left): Polarization grid mounting and alignment stand. The
polarization grid is taped taut across the round opening and
aligned using the pictured cross bar using alignment marks on
the grid to alignment holes on the aluminum mounting ring.
The aluminum ring is epoxied and raised into the grid, making
it taut and smooth. The epoxy is allowed to set and then excess
material is removed. (Right): Photo of the front of the ACTPol
receiver. The arrays are numbered 1-3 starting with the bottom
right and moving clockwise. As pictured here PA1 and PA3
have nothing installed in front of them, PA2 has the thin film
polarizing grid installed. The motor seen up and to the left of
the polarization grid on PA2 rotates the grid which is floating
on an air bearing. The encoder, in the bottom right, and the
associated readout electronics (not pictured) record the angular
position of the grid during rotation.

tive to a single reference detector’s physical coordinate system determined by
the optical modeling calibration without additional rotations due to the optics
from CODE V. This zeros the measured angle for that single detector and makes
all other measured angles relative to the chosen detector’s local coordinate system. Figure 4.7 shows the physical angles of the detectors on the sky and the
measured angles from the time stream fits.
We then subtract the measured relative angles from the physical angles of the
detectors in the receiver. This produces a measurement of polarization rotation
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Figure 4.7: (Left): Physical detector angles for each detector pair projected
on the sky. The color bar describes the angles of one of the
detectors in each feedhorn, the other detector being orthogonal to the one plotted. (Right): Measured polarization angles
from the polarization grid data sets. Like in the left panel, each
circle represents a feedhorn which contains a pair of detectors
orthogonal to one another. The color bar describes the angle
of a single detector in the feed. Feeds are missing here, causing gaps when compared to the left panel, if they are missing
a single detector in the pair due to less than 100% yield in the
array.

due to the optics. This can be illustrated by subtracting the two plots in Figure
4.7, which results in the left plot of Figure 4.8. Based on modeling in CODE V,
the polarization rotation appears to be independent of input polarization angle,
so we then average the measured polarization rotation determined for colocated
detectors, which gives a measured polarization rotation per feedhorn. We again
rezero by removing the averaged phase for our selected feedhorn from all feeds.
The polarization angles can then be explored by selecting different zeroing detectors across the focal plane.
The results relative to one reference detector are shown in Figure 4.8. For the
selected reference detector coordinate system the average difference from the
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Figure 4.8: (Left): Measured polarization rotations relative to detector 134,
marked with an ’X’ on this plot. (Right): Histogram of average
detector angles relative to detector 134 and its colocated partner, which are used as a reference.

physical angles for all the detectors across the focal plane is −0.4 ± 2 degrees.
The mean is dependent on which detector we choose as a reference, while the
standard deviation, which we report as the measurement uncertainty for each
detector, is independent of the choice of reference.
This new polarizer was a dramatic improvement over the ABS polarizer,
however there were several potential improvements that were identified on this
first set of polarization grids. When fabricated, the grid was ablated in small,
roughly 1” by 1” square sections. While many sections are aligned, some are
misaligned by as much as ∼25 µm. This means the wires are not uniformly
straight across all areas of the grid. This may contribute to the differences between the modeled vs measured behavior in Figures 4.4 and 4.5. It is evident
that the uniformity of the grid greatly affects our ability to determine the detector angles. Defects in the wire alignment at a constant radius but rotated
by 90◦ may lead to the observed differences in the measured relative angles of
colocated detectors, which show minimal differences in modeling.
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Defects in the grid can also arise in mounting. Imperfections in mounting
manifest themselves as wrinkles across the grid. Coupled with small vibrations
from the surroundings (i.e. wind, the HWP motor) these wrinkles affect the
signal propagating to the detectors, limiting our ability to determine the polarization angles. Efforts to improve the uniformity of the grid fabrication led to
the use of free standing wire grids.

4.2

Free Standing Wire Grids

After the publication of [61] a discussion began with our Simons Observatory
Collaborators at the University of California San Diego (UCSD), the product of
which was collaboration on the production of several large diameter free standing wire grids for use in repeating the polarization measurements done with the
aluminized PET thin film polarizer.
The group at UCSD already possessed an automated machine for winding
wire grids, shown in Figure 4.9, which was designed to make wire grids with
a circular 11.4 cm diameter. It was also capable of winding grids on a elliptical
frame with a 20 cm minor axis. I worked with the UCSD group to modify their
grid winding equipment to accommodate winding a circular wire grid with an
outer diameter of up to 26.1 cm.
The wire grids are made from 25 µm diameter Tungsten wire, wound on an
aluminum frame which clamps around the grid winder motor. This frame has a
26.7 cm clear aperture. The winder applies a constant 15 gram-force of tension
to the Tungsten wire while the frame rotates. The wire feed moves along the
frame, spacing the wire on a 100 µm pitch. Once the winding is complete, the
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Figure 4.9: A photograph of the wire grid winding machine at UCSD with
a large frame for winding the 26.1 cm outer diameter wire grids
mounted. A wire grid pair is starting to be wound as can be
seen near the right end of the frame.

wire grid is transferred to a circular ring by epoxying the grid to the ring and
cutting off the excess wire. This permanently affixes the wire to the circular
ring. The circular ring can then be mounted to an adapter plate, which fits in
the HWP rotor in place of an actual HWP. This adapter plate can be seen in the
right photo of Figure 4.10.
The first circular ring we used was made from Aluminum 6061. The ring was
a quarter inch thick and had an outer diameter of 26.1 cm. The inner diameter
was 23.5 cm. There is a small groove running along the ring for the epoxy, and
8 mounting holes equally spaced around the ring. This aluminum frame was
thought to be sufficient for holding the wires, however, due to the 15 gram-force
per wire, totaling 40 kilogram-force on the frame, the frame deformed enough to
cause the wires to loose tension. This tension loss is small, but enough to cause
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Figure 4.10: (Left): Photo of one of the first 26.1 cm diameter wire grids on
an Aluminum 6061 frame. The non-uniformities in the center of the grid are caused by the frame deforming enough
that the wires lose tension. (Right): Photo of the two wire
grids mounted on aluminum frames deployed on the telescope. The tension loss can be seen in both grids.

the center wires to sag, changing their spacing to between zero and a factor of
five times larger. This defect is evident in photos shown in Figure 4.10.
This factor of five wire spacing increase in the center of the wire grid is not
ideal. The reflectance of the grids will be affected by this defect. Figure 4.11
shows the reflectance and transmittance as a function of frequency for various
configurations of wire spacing with a fixed wire diameter of 12.5 µm. The 100 µm
case has nearly perfect reflection across the frequency range from 50-300 GHz.
With increasing wire spacing, the reflection drops to as much as 52% at 150
GHz for a wire spacing of 500 µm. In addition, without tension on the wires the
spacing may vary during the measurements, which could significantly degrade
the data quality.
While we still performed the wire grid measurements with the defective wire
grids on aluminum frames, we sought to improve the grid uniformity, as non-
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Figure 4.11: Plot of reflection and transmission model as a function of
frequency for wire grids made from a wire with radius, a
(12.5 µm), and a pitch of d (100 − 500 µm) [98]. The plot is
reproduced twice, once with, and once without a correction
factor to the current induced in the wire, also given by [98]
and originally derived in [73]. This figure was generated using code written by Paul Corlies.

uniformities in the original thin film polarization grid were the primary motivation for moving to a free standing wire grid. We explored using different
materials for the wire grid frame as well as modifying the original frame’s dimensions to improve its strength. Using the SOLIDWORKS SimulationXpress
basic finite element analysis (FAE) tool, the strength of these modified frames
was studied. We explored the following configurations:

• the original design, but with Steel 304,
• increasing the frame thickness to 0.4 in, both in Al 6061 and Steel 304,
• decreasing the inner diameter to 9.0 in, both in Al 6061 and Steel 304,
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Figure 4.12: (Left): Photo of a 9 in clear aperture wire grid mounted on a
304 Stainless Steel ring with no tension loss. The grid frame
has an outer diameter of 26.1 cm and a thickness of 0.4 in.
(Right): Photo of a 23.5 cm clear aperture wire grid mounted
on a 304 Stainless Steel ring with no tension loss. The grid
frame has an outer diameter of 26.1 cm and a thickness of 0.4
in.
• simultaneously increasing the frame thickness while decreasing the inner
diameter, both in Al 6061 and in Steel 304.

Of these configurations the FEA showed the strongest to be, unsurprisingly, the
frame with both dimension modifications made from Steel 304, showing an ∼8.4
reduction in displacement from a force exerted on the frame in the direction
of the taught wires. However, this weighed six times more than the original
aluminum frame, weighting a little over 2 lbs. Since weight was a concern for
the air bearings that support the grids, we chose to make two different frames
(since grids are always made in pairs). The second frame only increased the
thickness to 0.4 in, keeping the original inner diameter of 23.5 cm. This cut a
quarter of a pound, and was still ∼4.7 times stronger than the original frame
according to the FEA.
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Winding a new set of grids and transferring to the new grid frames, made
from 304 Stainless Steel (which is slightly weaker than 304 Steel), the grid frames
held tension. Figure 4.12 shows both variations of the 304 Stainless Steel grid
frames which show no loss of tension in the wires. These grids were brought to
the ACT site and measurements repeated.

4.2.1

Wire Grid Timestream Analysis

Throughout the time we used the thin film polarizers we did not have the
encoder readout working, primarily due to software problems. The encoder
readout electronics were upgraded at one point as well. Typically these measurements were done at the start or end of a season, which tends to be when
other upgrades/changes happened, often resulting in non-working HWP encoders. We proceeded with measurements without encoder readout because
we thought we could at least get a reasonable relative calibration, as we were
fitting the timestreams to a sine wave as a function of time,
y(t) = a sin(2πf t + φ).

(4.1)

This, we eventually found, led to difficulties with extracting the phase.
The data looked promising, especially when compared to early measurements, a raw timestream segment is shown in Figure 4.13. We determined the
phase for each detector by first removing the mean of each timestream and normalizing the data. This prevented the fitting routines from running away with
their parameter estimation algorithms. We fit simultaneously for amplitude,
frequency, and phase in Equation (4.1). Initial parameters were set to one for
amplitude, since we normalized the timestreams, the peak frequency found in a
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Figure 4.13: Example timestream segment from a steel ring mounted free
standing wire grid. The timestream is unfiltered. The entire timestream lasts five minutes, though the top panel only
shows about 8 seconds. The middle panel shows the Fourier
transform of the entire timestream, and the bottom panel
shows the phase as determined by the FFT.

Fourier transform of the timestream, and a phase offset based on the zero crossings in the timestream. We found that fitting for all three parameters, amplitude,
frequency, and phase in Equation (4.1) worked well for some timestreams, but
not all. It soon became apparent that there was some frequency offset resulting
from the fit that was getting absorbed into the phase determination, as indicated
by the δ(t) term in Equation (4.2):
y(t) = a sin(2πf t + [φ + 2πδ(t)f t]).

(4.2)

We tried reducing the number of free parameters, keeping the amplitude
fixed at one and (at times) the frequency fixed to the peak frequency in the FFT.
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Figure 4.14: Example of pair of timestreams from colocated, orthogonal
detectors with their associated fits. In these fits to Equation
(4.1) the frequency and phase were allowed to vary. The top
panel shows a 10 second segment of both timestreams, The
middle two panels show the two timestreams with their fit
plotted as a black dashed line. The bottom panels show the
residual differences between the timestreams and their fits.
The left panel showing the entire timestream.

However, we found that the fit would look good in one part of the timestream,
but not in other parts, eventually moving perfectly out of phase. This is illustrated in Figure 4.14. The bottom left panel shows the residuals between the
timestream and fit for one of the detectors. This shows the entire timestream.
The amplitude of this residual shows how the fit moves out of phase with the
timestream. The point where it is at a minimum, at approximately 50 seconds,
the fit and timestream line up well, much like is shown in the red middle panel.
However, where the amplitude is a maximum, around 170 seconds, the fit is
completely out of phase with the timestream.
We believe this is due to the HWP drive motor not maintaining a constant
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frequency and the failure of the fit model to capture this behavior. If we consider
the actual timestream and the fit, given two sine waves, y1 and y2 with two
similar frequencies, ω1 and ω2 ,
y1 (t) = sin(ω1 t), y2 (t) = sin(ω2 t)

(4.3)

∆ω = ω2 − ω1 .

(4.4)

y2 (t) = sin(ω1 t + ∆ωt).

(4.5)

If,

Then,

The two waves become perfectly out of phase first when ∆ωt = π. This means
our fit could be off in frequency by roughly,
∆ω =

π
π
=
∼ 0.0273 Hz
t
115[sec]

(4.6)

This is roughly 0.5% of the modulation frequency, and an even smaller percentage of the motor rotation speed (the motor being a much smaller diameter than
the HWP rotor.) The fact that the motor/encoder hardware does not include a
PID loop for maintaining a constant frequency coupled with the difficulty experienced fitting the data to Equation (4.1) motivated repeating the measurements
with a working encoder readout.
With a working encoder readout we know the position of the wire grid. Instead of fitting Equation (4.1) we can now fit to Equation (4.7), which is fit as a
function of angular position, θ, rather than time, avoiding the issue of a modulating frequency.

y(θ) = a sin(2θ + φ)
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(4.7)

Figure 4.15: Operational detectors in ar5 during wire grid measurements.
Red detectors are working detectors within a 0.25 degree radius, which we consider in the analysis, blue detectors are
working detectors outside this radius, which we ignore. This
plot shows the 150 GHz detectors.

Since the wire grid is a smaller diameter than the window, we restrict our
view of the detectors to a circle of 0.25 degree radius, as shown in Figure 4.15.
Before fitting we normalize the timestream and bandpass filter with a 0.5 Hz
wide Butterworth filter centered at the 2f frequency. A filtered timestream is
shown in Figure 4.16.
Fitting to Equation (4.7) we determine the phase of each detector. Figure 4.17
shows a 2 second segment of a pair of detectors from the timestream with their
fits overplotted. This timestream had the wire grid rotating at 0.5 Hz, which
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Figure 4.16: Example of a filtered timestream from ar5. The top panel
shows the entire 5 minute timestream after filtering. The middle panel shows the frequency, note the lack of harmonics like
those in Figure 4.13. The bottom panel shows the phase information from the FFT. This particular timestream is from
detector 32.
shows up as approximately 1 Hz due to the symmetry in the grid.
Following the same procedure used for the thin film polarizer, we take half
the phase determined from the fit as the detector angle. Since the start of the
timestream is arbitrary, there is an arbitrary phase offset applied to all the detectors. To account for this we rotate the determined angles to match the angle
of one of the detectors in the array for the comparison shown in Figure 4.18.
Zeroing to the selected detector, we can take the difference between focal
plane angle and the measured angles, allowing us to map the polarization systematics in the receiver. The differences are mapped and plotted as a histogram
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Figure 4.17: Pair of detector timestreams from colocated, orthogonal detectors from the same timestream shown in Figure 4.16. The
timestreams are plotted in solid red and blue lines, with
the associated fit to Equation (4.7) shown as an overplotted
dashed line of the same color. The bottom panel shows the
residual difference between the timestream and the fit.
in Figure 4.19. This yields an average of -0.53 degrees, with a standard deviation
of 0.60 degrees. Note, qualitatively, the slight gradient going from left to right,
as expected based on Figure 3.5.
This is an improvement over the thin film polarizer by almost a factor of four,
and approaches some of the lowest uncertainties reported for hardware calibrators. This result may be improved with repeated, independent measurements.
It may also be improved if the detector angle measurements of colocated detec-
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Figure 4.18: (Left): Physical detector angles for each detector pair projected on the sky. The color bar describes the angles of one
of the detectors in each feedhorn, the other detector being orthogonal to the one plotted. (Right): Measured polarization
angles from a wire grid data sets. Like in the left panel, each
circle represents a feedhorn which contains a pair of detectors
orthogonal to one another. The color bar describes the angle
of a single detector in the feed. The measured angles are only
shown for detectors within a 0.25 degree radius of the center
of the array.

Figure 4.19: (Left): Measured polarization rotations in ar5 relative to detector 134, marked with an ’X’ on this plot. Missing points
near the center of the array do not have all four TESes working for this test. (Right): Histogram of average detector angles relative to detector 134 and its colocated partner, which
are used as a reference.
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tors of different frequencies are averaged together as well. This may be feasible
as an independent measurement, as the optical modeling shows the frequency
dependence of the polarization rotation caused by the optics only differs at the
0.02 degree level.
The next step, in terms of hardware development, would be an absolute
angle measurement, achievable if the wiregrid can be keyed to the home hole of
the encoder ring. As this was performed with the thin film polarizer, it should
be possible, though might require an alignment pin hole be drilled in the wire
grid frame. This development is strongly motivated, as the agreement shown
here with the calculations presented in Chapter 3 continues to support our use
of the calculated polarization angles for all astrophysical analyses, including
those in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 5
POLARIZATION OF A CELESTIAL SOURCE

In Chapter 3, we described a combination of optical modeling and planet observations to produce the detector angle calibration for ACTPol and Advanced
ACT. In Chapter 4, we presented polarizing wire grids to measure the polarization rotation caused by the optics tube. This, however, neglects any polarization
systematics from the reflectors. Ideally, we would place a polarized source in the
far field, which for ACT means placing the source several kilometers away. The
fixed ground screen, coupled with the fact that ACT is on top of a mountain,
make it nearly impossible to do so with any ground based source. There have
been proposals to fly a source on a satellite [54, 50], a drone, or a balloon [77] for
calibration, however these platforms present their own difficulties.
As an alternative to placing a source in the far field we can use a well known
polarized celestial source. Tau A, more commonly known as the Crab Nebula,
is one such source. In this Chapter we review the current state of the field for
millimeter observations of Tau A then present new Tau A maps from ACTPol
observations. Finally, we see how the maps are affected when we remove the
optical modeling component of our calibration from Chapter 3.

5.1

A History of Tau A Observations

Perhaps the most observed object outside of our own solar system, Tau A has
been observed extensively across the electromagnetic spectrum. Tau A is the
remnant of supernova SN1054, a supernova that was witnessed by Chinese astronomers on July 4, 1054 AD [41]. Tau A has several distinct components to it.
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At its center is the Crab pulsar, located at (J2000) R.A. = 5h 34m 31.9383014s and
Dec. = 22◦ 00 52.1757700 [70]. Kinetic energy from electrons supplied by the pulsar is efficiently converted into synchrotron emission in the surrounding nebula.
Around the nebula is a bright, expanding, shell of thermal gas, which, in turn,
is surrounded by a faint freely expanding supernova remnant [41]. An image
from NASA’s Hubble Space Telescope 1 is shown in Figure 5.1.
Measurement of Tau A was proposed for use as a calibrator for CMB experiments in Aumont (2010), with the goal of providing measurements precise enough for an experiment targeting a tensor-to-scalar ratio measurement
of r = 0.01 [8]. This lead to the constraint of needing to know one’s polarization orientation to better than 0.9◦ . Aumont (2010) reports measurements made
with the IRAM 30 m telescope, using the XPOL instrument at 90 GHz [8]. Recently, this result has been updated with measurements using the NIKA camera
at 150 GHz on the same IRAM 30 m telescope with angles that seem to differ
from other reported results by several degrees [87]. Other experiments which
have measured the intensity and polarization of Tau A include Planck, WMAP,
Polarbear, ABS, and ACTPol. A list of reported angles is compiled in Table 5.1
Tau A is the most intense polarized source in the microwave sky at angular scales of a few arcminutes. This makes it an ideal target for cross checking
polarization calibration on CMB experiments like ACTPol, which has beams on
similar scales [95]. Studies of the spectral energy distribution (SED) of Tau A
from 1 to 106 GHz suggest that the emission is dominated by the synchrotron
source and varies negligibly in polarization fraction and angle in the millimeter [74]. Naess et al. reported the polarization fraction and angle based on the
first season of ACTPol observations with a single array. Since then we have
1

https://www.nasa.gov/feature/goddard/2017/messier-1-the-crab-nebula
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Pol. angle (deg)
Coord. Sys. Citation
−88.53 ± 0.11 ± 0.62
G
[83]
−84.85 ± 0.13 ± 0.62
G
[83]
−87.33 ± 0.12 ± 0.62
G
[83]
−87.52 ± 0.16
G
[87]
−86.61 ± 0.21
G
[87]
−87.93 ± 0.52
G
[87]
−88.70 ± 0.70 ± 1.5
G
[83]
148.9 ± 0.70 ± 1.5
E
[100]
−88.20 ± 0.20 ± 0.50
G
[83]
142.0 ± 0.2 ± 0.5 ± 1.8
E
[87]
−84.3 ± 0.7 ± 0.5 ± 1.8
G
[87]
−87.5 ± 0.3
G
[87]
150.7 ± 1.4
E
[65]
150.7 ± 0.6
E
[76]

Table 5.1: Summary of reported Tau A measurements from CMB experiments. Reported measurements are typically integrated over an
area containing the source, though for the ACT paper it is reported at the peak of the intensity map of Tau A. Measurements
are commonly reported in Galactic (G) or Equatorial (E) coordinates.

Experiment
Frequency (GHz)
Planck
100
Planck
143
Planck
217
Planck + NIKA
100
Planck + NIKA
143
Planck + NIKA
217
WMAP
93
WMAP
93
IRAM
89
NIKA/IRAM
150
NIKA/IRAM
150
NIKA + Other
20-353
ABS
145
ACTPol
146

Figure 5.1: A composite image taken by NASA’s Hubble Space Telescope.
Composed of 24 individual Wide Field and Planetary Camera
2 exposures from 1999 and 2000, the color indicates different
elements expelled during the supernova explosion. Blue represents neutral oxygen, green is singly-ionized sulfur, and red
shows doubly-ionized oxygen. Image Credit NASA, ESA, J.
Hester and A. Loll.

taken 405 new observations of the nebula and have used it internally for cross
checking our calibration angles by mapping it and comparing it to values in the
literature. We are also using it to characterize the performance of the AdvACT
HWPs, but we will not present that here. Here we will examine the observations
performed in 2013, 2014, and 2015, made without any HWPs installed.
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5.2

Map Making

The map making process follows the preconditioned conjugate gradient (PCG)
method. The conjugate gradient method is a technique for solving systems of
linear equations whose matrix is symmetric and positive-definite. This technique is commonly employed in CMB experiments (see for instance the introduction to [47].) We will follow along with the notation used in the ACT description given in [25].
A model for the data is given by,
d = Mx + n,

(5.1)

where d is a vector of all the measured data, M is the pointing matrix, which
projects the map domain into the time domain, x is a vector we are solving for,
our sky map, and n is a representation of the instrument noise. M also describes
the weighting of each observation. In a simple example, each row of M corresponds to a single data point and is very sparse, containing one non-zero element per row (if considering an intensity map, three if considering polarization
[78].)
The noise covariance is estimated by the inner product, N = hnT ni. To solve
for the sky signal we need to find a model which maximizes the likelihood function, which goes as,
L ∝ exp(−χ2 (x)/2).

(5.2)

This means we need to minimize χ2 , given by,
χ2 (x) = (d − Mx)T N−1 (d − Mx).
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(5.3)

This requires solving the map making equation [47],
MT N−1 Mx = MT N−1 d.

(5.4)

Doing this requires taking the inverse of MT N−1 M. However, with on order 107
map pixels, inverting MT N−1 M is impractical. We avoid needing to invert this
matrix by use of preconditioning [25].
The preconditioned conjugate gradient method (PCG) is an iterative method
which is designed to ensure the conjugate gradient method converges quickly.
The preconditioner, P, is multiplied on the left of each side in Equation 5.4, and
is approximately the inverse of MT N−1 M,
PMT N−1 Mx = PMT N−1 d.

(5.5)

The map maker used for mapping Tau A in this chapter is part of an internally
developed Python package called moby2, which is a set of code built for producing ACT planet maps that is separate from the primary CMB map making
code. When mapping Tau A, 20 PCG iterations are used, by which the solution
converges.

5.2.1

Tau A Maps

In practice, map making requires compilation of the observations themselves
as well as extensive sets of metadata. This metadata includes the cuts and calibration, which describe what parts of the timestreams are good to use for map
making. Detectors that are behaving abnormally are cut at this stage, and segments of timestreams that contain glitches are cut here. The weather is also
considered at this point and if the precipitable water vapor (PWV) is too high
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(above 3 mm) the entire observation is not used. Once all data and metadata are
compiled, simply running the moby2 map maker produces a collection of fits
files for intensity (I) and polarization (Q and U), along with weights files.
The maps are made to be centered on the pulsar position, however the pointing moves around slightly during the season, so there is a pointing offset that
can be unique to each map. This results in Tau A showing up in slightly different spots within each map. In order to stack the maps we must first align them.
To do so, we choose a ‘master’ map, to which we will align. This is done by
hand for each array and season combination, choosing a good looking map that
is approximately centered. We then use the scikit-image ‘register translation’
function, which performs a cross-correlation in Fourier space, following [37], to
identify the shift which would bring each map in line with the ‘master’ map. We
then apply the shift in Fourier space to align the images. An example is shown
in Figure 5.2.
Once the maps are all aligned they may be stacked, by which I mean simple
summing of each map. This is done both with the entire set of maps, which we
will use to further center our maps, and also with groups of maps, from which
we will extract statistics about the map properties. The maps are split into three
groups, constructed such that every third observation gets grouped together, i.e.
((1, 4, 7), (2, 5, 8), (3, 6, 9)). The stacks of each of the three groups in I, Q, and U
are shown in Figure 5.3.
One might note that the ‘master’ map is not necessarily centered, as can be
seen in Figure 5.2 or 5.3. Certain operations, such as trimming the maps and
applying aperture photometry techniques, become slightly more convenient to
perform with a map that is centered, so in order to facilitate these operations we
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Figure 5.2: Aligning individual intensity maps of Tau A. On the left is the
selected master map to which we align all other maps. In the
center is the map we are aligning prior to alignment. On the
right is the selected map after alignment, matching the location of the master map. This process is done for each map in
intensity and the same shift is then applied to both the Q and
U polarization maps. Units here are half arcminute pixels in all
maps. This particular map is 1385539048.1385543292.ar1 from
s13.

will further center our maps on the brightest point in the full stack of maps in
intensity.
Differential aperture photometry is applied in all of the stacked maps for
calibration. The mean level of the intensity maps is not constrained by the data,
and so is forced to have a total flux of zero in the map-making algorithm. To
calibrate this we draw an annulus around Tau A of inner radius 4.5 arcmin and
outer radius 5.5 arcmin, take the mean within the annulus, and subtract it from
everywhere in the map, similar to what is done in [87]. In the case of the Q
and U maps, the mean level is constrained by the data, and so the mean within
the annulus ends up being small. The flux within the inner diameter of the
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Figure 5.3: Stacked maps from the three groups, each with 22 observations
(the first with 23) for a total of 67 observations. The left column
contains each of the I maps, the center column contains the Q
maps, and the right column contains the U maps. These maps
are all from ar1, s13. Qualitatively the I, Q, and U maps from
each group look similar. Note the polarization maps are about
a factor of 10 less bright than the intensity map, as expected.
The sign flip between the Q and U maps is a result of using the
IAU polarization sign convention.
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Figure 5.4: Stacked maps of 67 observations from ar1, s13 in I, Q, and
U with the annulus used for differential aperture photometry
shown in white.

annulus is the desired signal, from which we compute the polarization angle
and polarization fraction of the source.
An example set of maps from a full stack of all 67 observations from ar1 s13,
centered on the brightest pixel in the intensity map stack, with the aperture used
for the differential photometry is shown in Figure 5.4.
The integrated signal over the inner diameter of the annulus is then used
for computing the polarization angle and polarization fraction across the whole
source. The polarization angle is given by Equation (1.14) and the polarization
fraction by Equation (1.15). The measured polarization angle and polarization
fraction for each array and season from s13 through s15 are shown in Table
5.2. Note these results for s13 ar1 use 46 observations, not 67 due to a more
aggressive selection of ‘good’ maps.
Comparison with reported values is challenging, as different collaborations
report the angle of Tau A using different methods. In Naess et al. the reported
values are given at either the pulsar position, or the brightest location in the
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Season Array Freq (GHz)
s13
ar1
150
s14
ar1
150
ar2
150
s15
ar1
150
ar2
150
ar3
150
ar3
90

Pol. angle (deg) Pol. frac (%)
153.78 ± 1.71
7.63 ± 1.27
149.96 ± 0.32
7.12 ± 0.74
150.14 ± 0.36
7.26 ± 0.31
153.70 ± 1.07
6.92 ± 0.51
150.51 ± 0.92
7.06 ± 0.30
152.60 ± 1.54
7.21 ± 0.88
149.49 ± 0.73
7.53 ± 0.60

Num. Obs.
46
20
33
7
11
13
13

Table 5.2: Summary of reported Tau A measurements from the first three
seasons of ACTPol. Reported measurements are integrated over
a 4.5 arcmin radius around Tau A, as shown in Figure 5.4. The
number of observations is dependent on how many observations of Tau A were made in that season for the given array,
the weather at the time of the observation, and whether the
maps looked reasonable. Values for the polarization angle are
the mean and standard deviation computed from separating the
maps into three different groups and stacking those groups. Values and uncertainties for the polarization fraction do not use
these stacked maps and instead are the mean and standard deviation of the values computed from individual maps.

intensity map, while most other papers report the perhaps more valuable integrated signal, much like we do here. But even comparing the integrated values
is prone to differ, as different apertures are used, which can vary the result significantly.
Comparing the results shown in Table 5.2 to those reported in [76] they
mostly agree within 1σ except for the measurement from ar1 s15, which only
contains 7 observations, and s13. This small number of observations in s15 is
likely the cause of the discrepancy. A more accurate comparison could be made
by considering the angle at the pulsar position or the peak intensity point. The
pulsar position itself is difficult to determine due to our pointing offsets (which
we avoid by using the Fourier space convolution for aligning). Our maps are
also not smoothed like those in the literature. In investigating the value of the
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polarization angle at the brightest pixel in the intensity maps we found that the
angles were systematically higher than those integrated over the aperture. This
may be due to the fact that the bright spot in intensity is close to the gradient
in Q, which may be lowered if smoothed. This was found to be the case in the
original analysis of the ar1 s13 data, though is not reported in [76].
Maps of the intensity of Tau A for ar1 and ar2 from s14 at 150 GHz and for
ar3 s15 at both 90 and 150 GHz are shown in Figure 5.5. Qualitatively these
maps agree with the one reported for ar1 s13 in [76]. This is one of the first 90
GHz maps of Tau A measured by ACTPol. The measured polarization angle is
consistent with that reported by WMAP at 94 GHz [100].

5.3

The Effect of Detector Calibration on Tau A Maps

The detector angle calibration is critical in mapping any object’s polarization.
This is as true for mapping Tau A as it is for mapping the CMB. In the context
of the ACTPol calibration procedure this leads to the question, if we remove the
contribution of the polarization angle from the Code V modeling, as described
in Chapter 3, how does this affect our measured properties of Tau A?
The moby2 mapper allows us to specify our own polarization calibration
inputs separately when making maps. Using this feature we replaced the polarization angle calibration for the detectors with one that consists only of the
lithographically defined polarization angles plus the installation angle determined from planet observations, excluding the contribution from the optically
modeled polarization rotation from Code V. We then remapped Tau A for s13s15 with all available arrays. The results are shown in Table 5.3.
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Figure 5.5: Intensity maps of Tau A with overplotted polarization angles.
The top row contains maps from ar1 and ar2, respectively, from
s14. The bottom row contains maps from ar3 s15 at 150 and 90
GHz, respectively. Each map is made from a full stack of all
the observations from the given array/season and shows the
polarization angle for points above a low threshold in intensity,
with length of the polarization angle
plines being proportional
to the linear polarization intensity, Q2 + U 2 . Position units
are in half arcminute pixels.
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Season Array Freq (GHz)
s13
ar1
150
s14
ar1
150
ar2
150
s15
ar1
150
ar2
150
ar3
150
ar3
90

Pol. angle (deg) Pol. frac (%)
155.44 ± 2.13
6.72 ± 1.11
151.05 ± 0.35
7.12 ± 0.76
149.07 ± 0.36
7.26 ± 0.30
152.01 ± 2.36
6.83 ± 0.72
149.42 ± 0.89
7.06 ± 0.32
152.63 ± 1.66
7.20 ± 0.87
149.46 ± 0.74
7.53 ± 0.59

Num. Obs.
46
20
33
7
11
13
13

Table 5.3: Summary of reported Tau A measurements from the first three
seasons of ACTPol with polarization angle calibrations that exclude the optical modeling portion of the calibration. Reported
measurements are integrated over a 4.5 arcmin radius around
Tau A, as shown in Figure 5.4. Values for the polarization angle
are the mean and standard deviation computed from separating
the maps into three different groups and stacking those groups.
Values and uncertainties for the polarization fraction do not use
these stacked maps and instead are the mean and standard deviation of the values computed from individual maps.

The changes in the polarization angles and polarization fraction between using the full calibration and excluding the Code V component, for the most part,
follow expectation. They also illustrate the importance of an accurate polarization calibration. The results from both scenarios, presented in Tables 5.2 and 5.3,
are plotted in Figure 5.6. The filled circles show the values from the full calibration, while the X marks show the values from the calibration without the optical
modeling component.
The polarization angles shift to higher values by about a degree for ar1, and
to lower values by about a degree for ar2. This makes sense, as the average
rotation for ar1 from the optical modeling is 1.07 degrees and -1.09 degrees for
ar2. For ar3 the angles do not change appreciably. This again makes sense,
the average rotation across ar3, which is on axis with the boresight, is less than
a hundredth of a degree, so we would expect little to no change in the maps.
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Figure 5.6: (Left): Polarization angle measurements of Tau A integrated
over a 4.5’ radius centered on the peak intensity point as a
function of season for all ACTPol arrays. The filled circles correspond to values in Table 5.2. The X marks correspond to the
values in Table 5.3, which are the angles measured with a polarization calibration that excludes the optical modeling contributions. (Right): The polarization fraction of Tau A for each
array as a function of season. The filled circles and X marks
follow the same representation as the polarization angle plot
at left. Both plots have points offset from their corresponding
season for clarity.

The season 15, ar1 mean values do not obviously follow the expected trend, but
these measurements only have seven observations, resulting in large uncertainties.
The polarization fraction should remain the same with a global rotation. The
polarization fraction is given in Equation (1.15). From the definitions of Q and
U we know they transform under rotation α as,

Q0 = Q cos(2α) + U sin(2α),

(5.6)

U 0 = −Q sin(2α) + U cos(2α).

(5.7)
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Plugging Q0 and U 0 into Equation (1.15) shows we should expect the same
polarization fraction with any rotation α. The polarization fraction, shown in
Figure 5.6, does not change appreciably with the different calibrations to within
1σ.
The change in measured polarization angle resulting from omitting the optical modeling component of the ACTPol detector angle calibration illustrates
the importance of this calibration. Without this calibration procedure the measured polarization angle of Tau A from ACTPol would be in tension with those
reported by other experiments like WMAP. Calibrating to the reported values
from IRAM might provide an accurate detector angle calibration, however there
are still several obstacles to doing so.
Having an internally consistent calibration system is valuable in its own
right, especially if the same techniques can be applied to future, more sensitive,
CMB polarization experiments, such as CCAT-prime, the Simons Observatory,
and CMB-S4. This enables us to report our own independent measurements of
Tau A’s polarization properties which can used to further study of this interesting microwave source. In addition, the Tau A measurements and internally
consistent calibration can lead to improved constraints on cosmic polarization
rotation.
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CHAPTER 6
REMOTE OBSERVATIONS AND SITE COMPUTING INFRASTRUCTURE

Smooth operation of a telescope system requires coordination between many
different people and systems. Computer systems on site include the systems
which readout the detectors, log housekeeping data such as pointing information, and process the data into a compressed, easily consumable, file format for
storage. These are complicated systems that need to be running with maximum
uptime. Keeping these systems running may begin as the task of an expert who
perhaps created the system, however must eventually be usable by others. This
usability enables a team of remote observers to assist in running day to day
telescope operations.
ACT has adopted this philosophy. Interfaces for the ACT computer systems
and their recovery methods have been built for consumption via a simple to use
web interface. This includes interfaces for generating and loading observation
schedules, monitoring the state of equipment such as cryogenics, computers,
and housekeeping, checking the overall state of the detectors, live viewing of
housekeeping data, and remotely recovering on site hardware.
These interfaces are used by a team of remote observers, consisting of students, postdocs, and faculty within the collaboration. These remote observing
coordinators (ROCs) keep the telescope scanning during the season. This is a
critical part of operation of the telescope where maximizing uptime increases
the data volume collected.
In this chapter I outline the ACT control systems, how we remotely observe
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with the telescope, and the state of live data quality monitors.

6.1

6.1.1

ACT Control Systems, Monitoring, and Data Management

Control Systems

The ACT control system as a whole is a complicated amalgam of software and
hardware. These systems need to allow for remote control of the telescope,
on site computation, data collection, data storage, housekeeping data collection, cryogenic readout, data merging, and much more. Figure 6.1 shows an
overview of the ACT control systems.
ACT, for the most part, is controlled through a single web interface. The
ROCs connect to an Apache web server located in San Pedro de Atacama. This
server also serves as an ssh gateway for more direct access. From here it is
possible to connect to the rest of the ACT network. A RAID server, currently
with 15 TB of capacity, and a computational node, which also serves as a backup
for the RAID system, are also housed in San Pedro. The RAID system uses the
native Linux ‘mdadm’ software RAID in a raid6 configuration. A key feature for
the selection of ‘mdadm’ is the ability to send alert emails upon device failure
which has a proven track record of alerting us of a degrading array.
The San Pedro computers connect with computers on the mountain via a
line of sight (LOS) microwave link, which provides internet to the site computers. In the equipment room at the site is the interface server (internally named
‘bors’) which acts as an intermediary for most of the other systems at the site.
This computer runs amcp (ACT master control program) which commands the
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Figure 6.1: Network diagram of the ACT site control systems. Starting
at the bottom of the diagram is any “Remote Location”, from
which a remote observing coordinator (ROC) can connect to
the control server located in San Pedro de Atacama. In addition to the control and web server we house our RAID storage
and a computational node. Moving up the mountain via line of
sight microwave link we reach the Equipment Room. There we
have an interface server which connects to most of the housekeeping and data acquisition systems, such as the MCE computers. Finally the Telescope itself houses the detector arrays,
MCE crates, and housekeeping equipment.
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telescope and tracks all housekeeping systems [42].
Motion control is handled by a proprietary controller provided by KUKA1 ,
a German robotics manufacturer, referred to as the pendant. amcp sends commands to the KUKA pendant, which houses an embedded Windows XP machine housed in the equipment room. The pointing information is provided
by the telescope encoders, read out with a Heidenhain encoder box (h-box).
The user only typically moves the telescope during CMB observations. Observing schedules are generated and loaded via a web interface to a program
called ‘sisyphus’. Parts of ‘sisyphus’ are installed on the MCE computers and
command the MCEs, performing all required MCE actions such as tuning the
detectors, performing bias steps, and collecting data timestreams.
In addition to the detectors and MCE crates the telescope houses many
housekeeping systems. The dilution refrigerator has an associated computer
for control of the fridge which runs an instance of kst 2 , displaying fridge temperatures and pressures. Separately a custom built thermometry system reads
out temperatures for the optics tubes and focal plane which are recorded in the
housekeeping datastream.
For half wave plate control and angular encoder readout there are two pieces
of equipment, the ‘bbbox’, a beaglebone green board 3 , which provides the analog to digital conversion of the HWP encoders. Additionally it provides the
∼400 Hz RS-485 trigger to the h-box and decodes the sync word provided by
the UBC sync box. This sync word allows us to synchronize the data and housekeeping timestreams.
1

https://www.kuka.com/en-us
https://kst-plot.kde.org/
3
https://beagleboard.org/green
2
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6.1.2

Monitoring

The schedule execution program, ‘sisyphus’, will display any warnings and errors that occur related to telescope control or MCE commanding. A large yellow
alert box appears on the web interface and an email is sent to an operator specific mailing list with details on each error. Additionally an external service is
triggered that will send a phone call, SMS message, and/or email to any configured user. This external service makes use of a paid telephony API called Twilio
4

. A web interface allows users to configure their username, phone number, and

email address. The same interface can enable or disable a given user. This alert
systems is in place in order to get the attention of the remote observer when
critical errors occur that require manual intervention in order for observations
to continue. This is perhaps most useful for waking the remote observer if a
crash occurs over night.
In addition to telescope pointing and MCE command there are many more
things that require monitoring. A distributed alarms system has been constructed for these things. This set of alarms consists of python scripts which
run on or monitor various telescope systems. Alarms exist for tracking the site
crew’s travel up and down the mountain, making sure an observation schedule
is loaded, monitoring the temperature of the cryogenics, monitoring each piece
of housekeeping equipment/process (such as ‘amcp’), and monitoring the computers themselves for such things as full discs and connectivity. Critical alarms
can also trigger the same external phone call/SMS/email alerter as ‘sisyphus’,
alerting the configured users of time sensitive errors such as cryogenic failure.
There is a web interface for enabling/disabling these alarms and monitoring
4

https://www.twilio.com/
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Figure 6.2: A screenshot of the ACT alarms page.

their status, shown in part in Figure 6.2.

6.1.3

Data Management

Once the data is collected on the MCE computers it is copied down the mountain over the microwave link in its raw format along with the housekeeping
datastream to the RAID (Redundant Array of Independent Disks) computer
(aptly named ‘raid’). There it is merged by a process called ‘morgaine’ 5 . This
merges and compresses the data into the final “TOD” (time ordered data) file
5

https://github.com/ACTCollaboration/ACTpol-site/tree/master/src/
actmergelib
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using the slim data compression library 6 . This compressed data along with
most of the raw data (except for the large observation data files) are copied to
a ‘transport disk’, which is simply a large HDD plugged into raid. This is done
using a program called ‘colossus’, which tracks the location of all data copies
in a MySQL database and ensures sufficient copies are kept while trying to free
space from systems where the data is temporarily kept, like the MCE computers
and raid.
Once copied to the transport disk the data is either hand carried or shipped
first to Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile in Santiago where a third copy
is made, at which point the copy on raid is allowed to be deleted to free space.
The transport disk is then hand carried or shipped to Princeton where another
copy is made. Finally, a copy is made on Scinet over the internet from Princeton.
When all copying is complete we end up with three live copies of the data, one
each in Santiago, Princeton, and Scinet. There is a fourth copy on the transport
disks, which sit at Princeton, but may be reused in future seasons.
In the most data dense configuration of AdvACT, with the HF, MF1, and
MF2 detectors, we generate approximately 1 TB of data every 2.5 days, filling a
4 TB transport disk in 10 days. This allows us to buffer approximately 37 days of
data at the site while waiting for the transport disks to be shipped to and copied
in Santiago.

Data Volume

Figures 6.3 and 6.4 show how much data we have collected with ACTPol and
Advanced ACTPol in units of array hours. Figure 6.3 shows the data from s136

https://sourceforge.net/projects/slimdata/
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s15. In s13 we had only the first ACTPol array, ar1, and so the maximum possible number of array hours is 24. In s14 we deployed ar2, allowing a maximum
of 48 array hours. In s15 we had all three ACTPol arrays deployed, increasing
the maximum to 72 array hours. In practice this maximum is never achieved
as the site crew stops observations for maintenance daily. Additionally the observing schedule has had downtime dependent on which fields are in the sky.
In recent years, with changes to the observing strategy made for AdvACT, this
downtime has decreased to ∼1%.
The observing efficiency greatly increased in s15, as shown in Figure 6.3.
During this season we also tested the deployment of several HWPs in preparation for the Advanced ACT deployment. These times are indicated by the
hatched regions, some of which are pointed out by the ‘HWP’ label. Figure 6.4
shows the first two seasons of Advanced ACTPol. In s16 the first AdvACT array, the HF array, was deployed starting in mid-June. This replaced ar1. Then
in s17 the two MF arrays were installed in place of ar2 and ar3.
Large gaps throughout the year can be due to various reasons. At the start of
the year, January into April, the weather is bad enough that we often stop observations all together. This is when we aim to perform upgrades to the telescope.
Other large gaps have been caused by cryogenic failures within the cryostat
sometimes coupled with site inaccessibility due to large mid-season storms. Results from s13 were reported in [76]. Updated results from s13-14 were reported
in [71]. Data from the ACTPol arrays used in s15 and s16 are currently being
analyzed.
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Figure 6.3: Data collected represented in array hours as a function of time
for ACTPol. Each panel represents one season of data from
s13-s15. The three ACTPol arrays, ar1, ar2, and ar3, are represented by three colors, blue, green, and red, respectively. Daytime data is shown in a slightly lighter shade of the given array
color. Hatch marks indicate the presence of a rapidly rotation
HWP during observations. Note that season observations often extend into January of the following year, before the start
of the Altiplanic Winter. To accommodate this, the x-axis extends from January 1st of the specified year to January 31st of
the subsequent year.

6.2

Remote Observing Coordination

ACTPol has always been operated by remote observer. This is the preferred
mode of operation (over, for instance, the crew on site always commanding
the telescope) as it allows for total observer attention to be given to telescope
operations. The site crew must travel for around two hours per day to and from
the telescope, during which they do not have the ability to fix any telescope
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Figure 6.4: Data volume represented in array hours as a function of time
for the Advanced ACTPol observing seasons, s16 and s17.

errors. Also, the high altitude environment makes it especially important that
they are well rested. Telescope errors waking the site crew should be minimized.
The team started with only a handful of observers taking 24 hour shifts. The
need for more members quickly became apparent and so we expanded to approximately seven observers for a season. Each year more and more observers
have been trained to control and recover the telescope. The team currently
stands at 31 members strong. This means each member has approximately one
shift per month. New ROCs are assigned shifts more often, since there is no substitution for experience in handling telescope errors when it comes to learning
about the telescope systems.
Scheduling a team of people for shifts with hard and soft constraints is
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known to be an NP-hard problem, often referred to as the “Nurse Scheduling
Problem” [13]. Managing this team (which I have done since August 2015) requires scheduling with constraints not unlike the nurse scheduling problem. To
automate the process I have developed a script which assigns shifts and uploads the schedule to a shared Google Calendar. This has greatly reduced time
required for the schedule manager to assign shifts. This code is referred to as
‘rosp’, the ‘Remote Observer Scheduling Problem’ 7 .
Duties of the ROCs include coordinating with the site crew, starting telescope scans, recovering the telescope if and when it crashes, and monitoring the
state of the telescope systems and data quality monitors. This can almost all be
done exclusively through a cohesive web interface.

6.3

Live Data Monitoring

The analysis of entire seasons of data is a time intensive task. As pointed out in
Section 6.1.3, this results in the data sitting on disk for potentially years before
being fully understood. This leads to the need for having some sort of live data
quality monitoring to ensure that the data collected is ‘good’ while it is being
collected. This is all to avoid finding out that the data is ‘not good’ months or
years after it is collected.
At the end of the s16 season a problem was identified with the HF detectors that motivated the creation of a framework for monitoring the data as it is
collected. To understand the problem we need to understand the steps taken
during observations. After moving the telescope into position we take an IV7

https://github.com/ACTCollaboration/rosp
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Figure 6.5: Example of a single detector starting off superconducting and
then returning to normal operation part way through the
timestream.

curve, which drives the detectors normal, then decreases the detector bias to
sweep out the transition response. This ends with the detectors superconducting. This data is then analyzed and the best bias value for each bias line is
selected. The detectors should then be driven normal again and the biases set.
After some data collection that typically lasts less than an hour an ‘autoconf’
would be done, which reasserts the SQUID biases and then drives the detectors
normal and reasserts the detector biases.
The problem was that the first IV-curve would leave some of the detectors
superconducting. For some of these detectors, fluctuations in the atmosphere
would kick them back onto the transition, allowing them to be useful again, but
for only part of the timestream. This behavior is shown in Figure 6.5. After the
first autoconf the detector biases would be reasserted, fixing the problem, but
only after having the detectors in a bad state for at most an hour. The result was
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that an estimated one third of the HF data from s16 was taken with the detectors
superconducting. This greatly motivated the creation of a real time data monitor, focused on generating statistics related to the quality of the detectors. The
developed system is referred to as ‘actdm’ or the ACT Data Monitor.
‘actdm’ allows any user to create a python script and add it to the monitor. The monitor then runs the script on every collected and merged TOD and
saves the results to an HDF5 file. An associated plotting script will then be run,
plotting the associated detector statistics. So far two monitors have been implemented. One simply plots the resulting number of live detectors from the
output of an IV-curve. An example of an output summary plot is shown in
Figure 6.6. This plot demonstrates our sensitivity to the weather. The detector
count is stable as the precipitable water vapor (PWV) remains below ∼3mm (as
measured at the APEX telescope on the slightly lower elevation ALMA plateau.)
As it rises above 3mm, almost to 4mm on this particular day, the detector count
on the high frequency array drops, shown as the blue line. The MF arrays are
particularly robust, only losing detectors if the PWV rises well above 4mm. Figure 6.7 provides an overview of the average PWV during CMB observations for
s15.
Each ACTPol array responded to changes in loading differently. Figure 6.8
shows the number of detectors which pass the IV-curve cuts as a function of
loading (given by the PWV over sin(alt)) for each array in 2015. Array 1 (ar1)
shows the number of detectors dropping as loading increases (as expected) with
a trend that is concave up. Array 2 shows a sharp drop off in the number of good
detectors around a loading of 4 mm, with the number of detectors on either
side of this steep drop off decreasing fairly linearly. Array 3 shows a concave
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Figure 6.6: Example output plot from IV-curve statistics monitor. The top
plot shows the number of live detectors. The solid line showing
the number of detectors within cuts and the dashed line showing the number of IV-curves found. This represents the number
of working detectors. The bottom plot shows the PWV, or precipitable water vapor, in millimeters. This is the total amount
of water in the atmosphere. Good weather is 1mm or below.

down trend in the number of detectors with increased loading, with the 90 GHz
detectors being particularly robust to changes in atmosphere.
The total number of detectors in HF is approximately 2,000, while each MF
array contains approximately 1,700. One might ask what the behavior of the
non-working detectors is, particularly if you would like to identify problems
such as the superconducting detector problem we had in s16. The second monitor in place was created to categorize these non-working detectors. Currently it
separates the non-working detectors into four categories, ‘null response’, ‘low
amplitude’, ‘ramping’, and ‘other’.
‘null response’ detectors are those who have had their feedback line turned
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Figure 6.7: Average PWVs during all CMB scans (at most 10 minutes in
length, the way the files are stored) in s15. A threshold of 3 mm
is set when analyzing the data from CMB observations, this is
shown by the red dashed line. Bins are every tenth of a mm in
PWV. The first, second, and third quartiles for s15 are 0.67, 1.0,
and 1.64 mm, respectively.

off deliberately, resulting in no response in the timestream. This number should
remain constant throughout the season unless we turn off more feedback lines.
‘low amplitude’ detectors are those with an unusually low detector timestream
amplitude. Figure 6.9 shows a histogram of detector timestream amplitudes for
a single TOD. There are three distinct populations of detectors shown, one at
low amplitudes, around or less than 104 DAC counts, one at high amplitudes,
above 2 × 107 , and one in between, around amplitudes of 106 . ‘low amplitude’
detectors are those within the low amplitude population, specifically those with
amplitude less than 104 .
‘ramping’ detectors are the detectors in the high amplitude population.
These typically have amplitudes that cover the entire available DAC range of
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Figure 6.8: Number of detectors which pass the IV-curve cuts vs estimated
sky loading, which is given by the PWV/ sin(alt) for each array in the 2015 observation season. The legends indicate the
frequency of the detectors in GHz. Plots contain 26,014 of the
62,359 TODs from the 2015 season.

108 . For these detectors the feedback loop within the MCE is likely failing to
lock or is unstable for some reason. We have begun to identify detectors that are
consistently in this ramping state and are disabling their feedback lines, meaning they will be added to the ‘null response’ category. Figure 6.10 shows some
example timestreams for the ‘low amplitude’ and ‘ramping’ categories, as well
as a working detector from the same timestream.
The timestream categorization code categorizes every detector which fits
into one of the three categorizes described above. It then examines which re144

Figure 6.9: Raw timestream amplitude histogram. The bins represent the
amplitude of the entire detector timestream after removing
large single sample glitches with a filter. This example is for
1,952 detectors in one timestream from the HF array. The vertical red line shows the cutoff used for categorizing ‘ramping’
detectors of 2 × 107 .

maining detectors do not pass the IV-curve cuts. Any of these detectors that
do not fit into one of the three other categories gets counted in a catch all category called ‘other’. This is done for every collected timestream and plotted in a
stacked area plot like the one shown in Figure 6.11.
The actdm code runs on a computational node in San Pedro. A web interface
served with the main ACT control pages displays each plot and allows users to
scroll through old plots. The remote observers have access to this page and are
tasked with checking the state of the detectors for the day leading up to their
shift.
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Figure 6.10: (Top Left): A ‘low amplitude’ detector, with amplitude spanning only 8000 DAC counts. Contrast this to the working detector in the bottom plot, exercising a range of 250,000 DAC
counts. (Top Right): A ‘ramping’ detector. This detector exercises the full range of the DAC, 108 DAC counts and looks
nothing like the expected atmospheric fluctuations during
scanning demonstrated by the working detector in the bottom
plot. (Bottom): A well-behaved, working detector with a typical DAC count amplitude of 250,000. The sinusoidal pattern
is due to the telescope scanning in azimuth while the longer
timescale drift may be due to a gradual change in atmospheric
loading.
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Figure 6.11: An example plot from the Timestream Categorization (timecat) data monitor. Each subplot represents one array with ar4
on top and ar6 on bottom. The y-axis in each plot shows the
number of non-working detectors with the x-axis being the
hour of the day. For scale, the total number of detectors in ar4,
ar5, and ar6 is 2,024, 1,716, and 1,716, respectively. The colors correspond to the category the detector fits in with purple
being ‘null response’, blue being ‘ramping’, green being ‘low
amplitude’, and yellow being ‘other’. See text for a description of each category.
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6.3.1

Future Work

While developing the timecat code it was clear that I could easily, by eye, pick
out the categories of detectors while scrolling through the timestreams. The difficulty came when trying to write down a function to do the same categorization. Ultimately this settled on a simple amplitude check, though this does not
work for identifying superconducting detectors, a task I originally had planned
to include in timecat. However, functions developed on one set of timestreams
would fail on new sets, as each timestream can be fairly unique, especially when
considering failure modes. The categorization problem, however, seems like it
would map directly into the classification models that machine learning is good
at. The development of a machine learning version of this timestream categorization code is an idea that I think would be worthwhile to pursue in the future.
If the results are promising, taking it as far as developing a machine learning
cuts packages to compare to the performance of the current cuts package would
be a significant contribution to the collaboration and even the field. This may
become even more significant as the total detector counts in future experiments
continues to climb.
Another spinoff of this timestream analysis work is early searches for fast
radio burst signals in our multichroic detectors.

Preliminary results sug-

gest that cosmic-ray-like events dominate the millisecond scale events in our
timestreams. These searches will continue.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS

ACT measurements continue to be on the cutting edge of modern cosmology.
With the AdvACT upgrade, ACT will continue to measure the CMB temperature and polarization anisotropies at ∼10 resolution. The low frequency array, to
be deployed in 2019, will enable measurements at 27 and 39 GHz, with some of
the lowest saturation power devices of their kind. And with the deployment of
a full set of rapidly rotating HWPs, ACT will probe the low multipole end of the
B-mode power spectra, and possibly improve constraints on the tensor-to-scalar
ratio, r.
This dissertation has detailed the unique optical modeling based approach
to the ACT detector angle calibration, which has been shown to produce a calibration that results in an EB-nulling angle that is consistent with zero. AdvACT
will continue to use this calibration technique for future data sets. We have also
developed a series of polarizers, used to directly measure the relative angles of
the detectors and to map the polarization rotation caused by the off axis optics.
The latest iteration of which has achieved a relative detector angle calibration
with 0.6 degree uncertainty.
Improving on these calibration techniques will be increasingly important in
future polarization sensitive experiments which target measurement of r down
to 0.01 and eventually 0.001. Detector angle uncertainties can limit measurements of B-mode polarization, and thus r, unless properly accounted for, with
a miscalibration of 0.5◦ producing a B-mode signal corresponding to r ∼ 0.01
[3]. This drives the need to continue work on both the optical modeling based
approach for polarization angle calibration as well as the hardware calibrators.
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Given the success this technique has seen on ACTPol, can the same process
be used on the upcoming generation of telescopes? Application of the optical
modeling approach to polarization calibration on another telescope, such as the
Simons Observatory, would be demonstrate the portability of this technique.
Developing robust uncertainties for the optically modeled angles should allow
extraction of cosmological quantities such as constraints on CPR from the ACTPol EB and TB power spectra. The challenge for applying this technique to these
telescopes, like SO, begins with translating the optical design into Code V from
Zemax, which is widely used in the community. Alternatively, a study of the
use of Zemax for such an analysis should be performed.
The use of hardware calibrators, such as the wire grids discussed in Chapter
4, while unable to measure polarization systematic contribution from the warm
optics prior to the calibrator, should provide information about the polarization
systematics from the cold optics. The best hardware calibrators on ground based
telescopes have achieved ∼0.5◦ precision. Improvements on this front may only
come from more precise angular placement of the calibrator. On ACT, however,
an absolute calibration should first be performed, by aligning the orientation of
the grid to a known reference point on the HWP encoder mount.
The hardware calibration used on the Planck HFI used an aluminized Mylar
polarizer, much like the aluminized PET thin film polarizer described in Chapter 4, on a 32,000 step rotator (better than 1’ precision). This resulted in the
conservative absolute angle uncertainty of 0.3◦ [88]. We should strive to achieve
at least this level in the absolute calibration with our wire grids.
We have also presented maps of the polarized supernova remnant Tau A,
across three seasons of ACTPol data, both at 150 and 90 GHz. Tau A is the best
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celestial source available for use as a common polarization calibrator among
experiments which are able to observe it. However, there are subtleties to the
analysis stemming from the fact that Tau A is an extended source which makes
direct comparison among experiments challenging. Reporting the polarization
angle and polarization fraction in a manner which is easily compared among
experiments is valuable in demonstrating to the greater community that we understand our polarization systematics. The effect of the polarization calibration on the maps presented in this thesis was shown to be a global rotation of
the resulting polarization angle of the source equivalent to the average rotation
determined from the optical modeling, emphasizing the importance of accurate modeling and calibration. On ACTPol I suggest we increase our observing
cadence to improve our statistics in the analysis of this unique and important
source.
Lastly, we described the telescope systems required to keep ACT running,
including the computers systems and remote observing team, without which
observations would be a challenge. These systems, while working well for ACTPol, do not necessarily all scale well for the increased detector counts planned
for upcoming experiments, such as the Simons Observatory. We intend to adapt
currently existing tools from SPT and Polarbear for use in the large scale detector live monitoring required for SO and eventually CMB-S4 and are designing
a new, flexible system for control and live monitoring of telescope and housekeeping systems which can be used across experiments.
The calibration procedure presented has played a key role in the production
of all the ACT collaboration’s published CMB polarization results. The data volume shown in Chapter 6 indicates that there is a substantial amount of data on
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disk to be processed. These measurements will continue to inform our knowledge about the universe.
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APPENDIX A
COMPARISON OF OPTICAL DESIGN SOFTWARE

The ACTPol polarization angle calibration makes exclusive use of the Code V
software from Synopsys1 . However, much of the field uses a competing software called Zemax OpticStudio2 . While there are tools hidden within each software to convert from one format to the other, in practice, translation between
the two programs is difficult.
Some effort was made to convert the ACTPol optical design from Code V
into Zemax years ago. Working from this as a starting point we attempted to
verify that the designs did indeed match, so that the polarization analysis could
be double checked in Zemax. This, however, never came to fruition.
With most of the CMB community using Zemax I thought it would be interesting to compare the polarization output of a very simple, single lens, system
in the two programs. This study is by no means exhaustive, but might provide some insight into use of the two programs in the context of polarization
modeling for calibration.
The test system is a single lens system with a 10◦ β-tilt. β-tilt being a tilt in the
X-Z plane, about the Y-axis. The lens surface is a simple sphere, with a radius of
50 cm. The system is shown in a 2D cross section from both programs in Figure
A.1. The +Z-axis is the direction in which the rays propagate. We then introduce
a gradually increasing Y decenter (shift in the +Y direction) to study how the
increasingly off-axis lens affects the polarization passing through it. The lens is
set to have an index of refraction matching that of silicon, n = 3.384, and has a
1
2

https://www.synopsys.com/optical-solutions/codev.html
https://www.zemax.com/products/opticstudio
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Figure A.1: The simple single lens system in both Code V (left) and Zemax
OpticStudio (right) as viewed from identical angles, tilted 10
degrees out of the Y-Z plane.

two layer anti-reflection coating on both sides, the first layer being 365 µm thick
with an index of refraction of 1.38 and the second layer being 200 µm thick with
an index of refraction of 2.50. For completeness, screenshots of the lens/system
data in each program are shown in Figure A.3 at the end of this Appendix.
We put in a perfectly polarized beam and determine the polarization state
at the output. This uses the Zemax “Polarization Pupil Map” analysis, and the
Code V “poldsp” user MACRO. The resulting output angles for each program
are reported in Table A.1 and shown in Figure A.2.
As we can see in the results, the output polarization angle, given a perfectly
polarized input, differs between the two programs by about a factor of 4.5. We
believe the Zemax angle to be incorrect, due to the following statement made in
the Zemax manual in the section about the ‘Polarization Pupil Map’:

WARNING: The polarization pupil map assumes the rays are close
to parallel to the z-axis and only uses the Ex and Ey components of
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Y-Decenter (cm) Zemax Angle (deg) Code V Angle (deg)
0
0.0000
0.0000
1
0.3102
0.0705
2
0.6228
0.1410
3
0.9405
0.2115
4
1.2657
0.2823
5
1.6016
0.3530
Table A.1: Resulting average polarization angle across the pupil for identical lens systems (as shown in Figure A.1) in both Zemax and
Code V. Each performed with an 11x11 array of rays across the
pupil diameter.

Figure A.2: Resulting average polarization angle across the pupil for identical lens systems in Code V and Zemax. Values correspond to
those reported in Table A.1.
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the electric field to calculate the polarization ellipse. If the rays have
a significant angle relative to the z-axis, this approximation will be
invalid.

This seems to mean that the Zemax polarization pupil map is not well suited
for particularly fast optics. Slowing the optics by increasing the radius of curvature to 100 cm reduces the angle output by a factor of two in both programs,
meaning the angle is still a factor of ∼4.5 larger in Zemax than in Code V, which
I am not sure how to reconcile.
The fact that the Code V polarization analysis produces a calibration for
ACTPol which gives an EB-nulling angle consistent zero gives at least one convincing result in favor of the Code V polarization capabilities over Zemax, however it would be interesting to study the difference between the programs further if a similar analysis is to ever be done in Zemax.
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Figure A.3: The lens data for the simple lens system in both Code V (top)
and Zemax (bottom). Not pictured in these tables are the decenter parameters of Surface 2, which in this instance are 5 cm
in the Y direction and 10 degrees in β (in Code V the angle is
+10 degrees, in Zemax it is -10 degrees, due to the way the coordinate systems are defined in the two programs). The thickness to the image surface was optimized within each program
separately.
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APPENDIX B
THE CCATP TELESCOPE

B.1

Anti-reflective Coatings for CCATp

The silicon metamaterial anti-reflective (AR) coatings on ACTPol were the first
demonstration of broad-bandwidth metamaterial AR coatings on silicon optics
with finite curvature for use in millimeter bands [21]. AdvACT has deployed
these coatings for use as high as 220 GHz. CCAT-p intends to observe as high
as 850 GHz (350 µm). This presents a challenge in fabricating similar silicon
metamaterial AR coatings, as the feature sizes need to be sub-wavelength. Dicing saw blades are available thin enough to fabricate coatings for use at 1 THz,
however, the fabrication time rises dramatically with smaller feature size [18].
Thinner blades also break more often.
To avoid these challenges we developed a Deep Reactive Ion Etched antireflection coating procedure for application at these high frequencies. We have
successfully fabricated, bonded, and measured these coatings, achieving better
than 99% transmission around 900 GHz. For details see [31].

B.2

Optical Tolerancing

Early on in the development of CCATp I made use of my autov code for automating analyses in Code V (discussed in Section 3.4) to study the optical tolerances in the optical design. The analyses was set up to perturb the position
of any given surface and then compute the change in the Strehl ratio from the
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Figure B.1: Field definitions and labeled locations.

original model, specifically the file:

Granet_CrDr_Prim5p5m_F3_20160820_S7_f3210_Ls1345.seq

To use CODE V’s tolerancing functions one specifies a maximum tolerance
on each surface. CODE V then computes the “Nominal Strehl Ratio”, leaving
the surfaces unperturbed. Using this we compute the change in the Strehl ratio
for plus and minus the specified tolerances. There are many tolerance specifications, but we have been focused on X, Y, Z translations (referred to as DLX,
DLY and DLZ) and α, β, γ tilts (referred to as DLA, DLB and DLG), as well as
the thickness tolerance (DLT) which is similar to a Z translation.
Since probing an interesting parameter space would involve running this
process hundreds of times I’ve used the autov library1 . We plot the Strehl Ratio as a function of the defined tolerance as shown in Figure B.2. We then linearly interpolate between the points to determine at what tolerance we see a 1%
change in the Strehl Ratio for each of the fields (shown in Figure B.1). Taking
1

https://github.com/BrianJKoopman/autov
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Figure B.2: Change in Strehl ratio as a function of X-decenter of the CCATp
secondary mirror.

S5 (Secondary)
S7 (Receiver)
Tolerance
Min
F1
Min
F1
DLX
-2.772 cm -6.424 cm
N/A
N/A
DLY
-0.630 cm -0.630 cm
N/A
N/A
DLZ
0.255 cm
0.255 cm -0.271 cm -0.271 cm
DLT
-0.305 cm -0.305 cm -0.271 cm -0.271 cm
DLA
0.015 deg -0.021 deg 0.201 deg -0.706 deg
DLB
0.081 deg -0.118 deg -0.243 deg
N/A
Table B.1: Constraints that produce a 1% change in the Strehl ratio. Listed
are the tightest constraints for the nine chosen fields at each surface (Min) as well as the central field (F1). All for 2mm wavelength.

the most restrictive tolerance which produces a 1% change in the Strehl Ratio
for any of the nine fields results in the values shown in Table B.1. This analysis
is an early form of the tolerances presented in [81].
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APPENDIX C
INTENSITY TO POLARIZATION LEAKAGE MODELING IN CODE V

The polarization analysis performed in Chapter 3 can also be used to model
the instrumental polarization (IP) of the optics. IP leakage is a systematic where
unpolarized power becomes polarized through differential transmission or reflection by optical elements [32].
The IP of the lenses can be estimated using the same polarization sensitive
ray trace, in the optical design software Code V, used for modeling the systematic polarization rotation presented in the Chapter 3. Unpolarized fields are
input, propagating from the sky to the detector focal plane. Code V does not
model the finite conductivity of the reflectors, and so returns no contribution to

Figure C.1: IP from modeling ACTPol in Code V for array 2 (PA2). A set of
25 unpolarized inputs are propagated from the sky to the focal
plane. The resulting polarization on the focal plane is then fit
to a simple 2D quadratic and used to estimate the polarization
fraction for each feedhorn location. IP is zero at the center of
the focal plane and increases near the edges.
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the polarization at the focal plane from the reflectors. In the case of ACTPol, the
three lenses contribute, in total, a maximum of 0.14% near the edge of one of the
off axis focal planes, shown in Figure C.1. The same analysis will be done on
the SO optical design once the final design is converted to Code V.
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APPENDIX D
ACRONYMS

In this Appendix you will find a (hopefully exhaustive) list of the acronyms
used in this thesis.
Table D.1: Acronyms
Acronym
AASP
ABS
ACT
actdm
ACTPol
AdvACT
ALMA
AlMn
APEX
bbbox
BICEP
BOSS-N
CCATp
CIB
CMB
CMB-S4
COBE
CODE V
CPR
CPT
DAC
DEC
DRIE
EEP
FAS
FEA
FTS

Meaning or Explanation
AdvACT Single Pixel
Atacama B-mode Search
The Atacama Cosmology Telescope
the ACT Data Monitor
The Atacama Cosmology Telescope Polarimeter, a polarization sensitive upgrade to ACT
Advanced ACTPol, the third generation ACT instrument, an upgrade to ACTPol
Atacama Large Millimeter Array
Aluminum Manganese
Atacama Pathfinder Experiment
Beagle Bone Box, a small computer at the ACT site
Background Imaging of Cosmic Extragalactic Polarization Telescope,
located at the South Pole
Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey - North, a named AdvACT
field
CCAT Prime (the CCAT bit doesn’t stand for anything these days), a
new telescope being built by Cornell
Cosmic Infrared Background
Cosmic Microwave Background
CMB Stage 4, a future CMB experiment
Cosmic Background Explorer, the first CMB satellite, launched by
NASA
Commercial Ray Tracing software
Cosmic Polarization Rotation
Charge, parity, and time reversal (symmetry)
Digital to Analog Converter
Declination
Deep Reactive Ion Etch
Einstein equivalence principle
Flux Activated Switch
Finite Element Analysis
Fourier Transform Spectrometer
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Table D.1: Acronyms (continued)
Acronym
G
GRB
HDF5
HF
HFSS
HWP
HSC
IV
KiDS
kst
KUKA
ΛCDM
LF
LOS
MBAC
MCE
MF
MoCu
MUL
NIST
OMT
PA
PCB
PCG
PdAu
PET
PID
Psat
PSF
PT
PWV
RA
RAID

Meaning or Explanation
Thermal Conductivity
Gamma Ray Burst
Hierarchical Data Format 5
High Frequency, the 150/220 GHz bands for AdvACT
High-Frequency Structure Simulator
Half Wave Plate
Hyper Suprime-Cam
Current/Voltage, in context of IV-curve, a procedure used to determine device saturation power
Kilo-Degree Survey
A KDE based plotting application (with unknown acronym definition)
Keller und Knappich Augsburg, a German robotics company
Lambda Cold Dark Matter, the standard model of big bang cosmology
Low Frequency, the 27/39 GHz bands for AdvACT
Line of Sight
Millimeter Bolometer Array Camera, the first camera deployed on
ACT
Multichannel Electronics, readout electronics used throughout the
field, produced by UBC
Mid Frequency, the 90/150 GHz bands for AdvACT
Molybdenum Copper
Code V Multilayer Coating file, specifies surface coatings
National Institute of Standards and Technology
Ortho-Mode Transducer
Polarization Array, one set of detectors in ACT
Printed Circuit Board
Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient, a method used in map making
Palladium Gold
PolyEthylene Terephthalate, a material similar to the more commonly known Mylar
Proportional, Integral, Derivative, the three terms in a PID control
loop, providing active feedback to a system
Saturation Power
Point Spread Function
Pulse Tube, a 4K cryocooler
Precipitable Water Vapor
Right Ascension
Redundant Array of Independent Disks
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Table D.1: Acronyms (continued)
Acronym Meaning or Explanation
ROC
Remote Observing Coordinator, the name given to members of the
ACT collaboration who take shifts controlling the telescope
SED
Spectral Energy Distribution
SO
The Simons Observatory
SiN
Silicon Nitride
SPIRE
The Herschel Spectral and Photometric Imaging Receiver
SQUID
Superconducting Quantum Interference Device
SPIDER
A balloon borne CMB telescope
SPT
The South Pole Telescope
SPTPol
The polarization upgrade to the South Pole Telescope
TDM
Time Division Multiplexing
TES
Transition Edge Sensor
TOD
Time Ordered Data
UBC
University of British Columbia
UCSD
University of California, San Diego
WEP
Weak Equivalence Principle
WMAP
Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe, a NASA satellite which
measured the CMB; the successor to COBE
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